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ABSTRACT
We develop several tools and techniques for constructing or proving the non-existence
of weakly and strongly aperiodic shifts of finite type on groups. Additionally, inspired
by the classification of all groups of polynomial growth and its implications for SFT-
periodicity, we consider the task of surveying groups according to their possible expo-
nential growth rates. We also propose a theory of algebraic shift spaces and pose several
questions for future investigations.
Our main results are as follows: we prove that weak and strong SFT-periodicity is a
commensurability invariant for all finitely generated groups, and we show that the exten-
sion of a group with a strongly aperiodic SFT by another such group has a strongly ape-
riodic SFT as well, provided the kernel is finitely generated. On the topic of exponential
growth rates, we provide data for the growth spectrum of the free group on two generators,
showing in particular that the growth spectrum is unbounded and has infinitely many limit
points.
ii
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of tilings of the plane and its higher dimensional analogues is ancient, being
a natural consideration in classical geometry and art, and saw systematic treatments as
early as the 17th century, when Johannes Kepler published his Harmonices Mundi. In the
1900s, the work of Harold Coxeter and M. C. Escher established the theory of tilings as a
topic of interest in contemporary mathematics as well as modern culture. In particular, the
problem of finding aperiodic tile sets—that is, finite sets of shapes that can be used to tile
the plane, but only in configurations that admit no translation symmetries—was first posed,
appearing as “an amusing combinatorial problem” in a paper by Hao Wang in 1961 [31].
Motivated by connections to questions of decidability, Wang described the problem in
the following way: assume we are given a finite set of square tiles with colored edges,
such as those shown in Figure 1.1. Tiles may not be rotated or reflected. Such a tile set is
solvable if one can cover the plane with copies of the given tiles subject to the restriction
that adjoining edges must have the same color.
Figure 1.1: A set of Wang tiles
For example, the set ofWang tiles in Figure 1.1 is solvable, since the tiles can be used to
form the 33 block of tiles shown in Figure 1.2, and this block can be repeated infinitely
in both the vertical and horizontal direction. Wang called such a block a cyclic rectangle
and conjectured that every solvable tile set admits a cyclic rectangle.
In 1966, Robert Berger provedWang’s conjecture false by constructing a solvable finite
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Figure 1.2: A cyclic rectangle of Wang tiles
tile set that admitted no cyclic rectangle [2]. In other words, Berger showed that there exist
aperiodic tile sets for 2-dimensional Euclidean space.
We remark that the dependence of the definition on the use of colors is superficial, as
one can add bumps and notches to the edges of a square to achieve the same constraints,
as demonstrated in Figure 1.3. The key distinction is that allowed configurations are pre-
scribed by finitely many local rules; such sets of configurations can be recognized as shifts
of finite type and are the primary topic of this study. The precise definitions are below.
Figure 1.3: The tiles and cyclic rectangle from Figures 1.1 and 1.2 represented by shape
alone
One may consider Wang’s problem in one dimension rather than two: in this context, a
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tile set is considered solvable if one can simply lay down tiles in an infinite line, rather than
a two-dimensional grid, subject to the same constraints. Unlike in two dimensions, the one-
dimensional version of Wang’s conjecture is true: any solvable tile set admits a periodic
solution. This follows from a standard exercise in symbolic dynamics (see Theorem 3.3.3
for a proof).
The fact that the lattices Z and Z2 exhibit different behavior when it comes to the exis-
tence of periodic tilings is interesting. We say thatZ2 has a strongly aperiodic shift of finite
type but Z does not. One may similarly inspect Z3 and higher dimensions; it was shown by
Culik and Kari that Zn admits a strongly aperiodic shift of finite type whenever n 2 [10],
extending Berger’s result. In general, the theory of aperiodic tilings in dimensions two and
higher is not just an abstract consideration: in the 1980s, the theory of aperiodic tilings of
Euclidean space was applied to chemistry and materials science, becoming known as the
study of quasicrystals.
One need not restrict consideration to tilings of flat space. More generally, the fol-
lowing question arises: given a discrete group G (bearing in mind the case when G is a
cocompact lattice in a locally compact group, as with Zn  Rn above), can we define a
finite set of tiles for the vertices of G that can tile all of G, but only aperiodically? With
some groups, such as Z and the infinite dihedral group D¥, the answer is “no” (see The-
orem 4.1.4); for others, such as Z2 and the discrete Heisenberg group H3(Z), the answer
is “yes” (see [9]); and in still other cases, such as when G = F2, the free group on two
generators, the answer depends on the exact definition of “aperiodic” (see Theorem 3.3.5).
We briefly introduce the precise terminology needed to describe our results; a more
complete account may be found in Section 3. Let A be a finite set (called an alphabet),
which is to be thought of as a set of labels or colors, and let G be a group. The set AG
of all labellings of G—that is, all functions from G to A—is called the full shift over G
with alphabet A . The group G acts on AG by translation: there is a natural right G-action
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x 7! xg, where xg(h) is defined to be x(gh) for h2G. In our original example of Wang tiles
from Figure 1.1, we have G= Z2, and A consists of the four tiles shown. Translation of x
by an element (m;n) 2 Z2 then corresponds to moving the tile at (m;n) to the origin and
all others accordingly. Equivalently, one may view this shift as standing at position (m;n)
and declaring it to be the new origin.
A subset X  AG is a shift of finite type (SFT) if and only if it can be defined in the
followingway: there exists a finite setWG and a collection of forbidden patternsPAW
such that, given any x 2 AG, x 2 X if and only if none of the forbidden patterns appear
among the blocks gW in the labelling x (that is, among the patterns xg

W). In the Wang tile
example, we might takeW to be the plus shape f(1;0);(0;1);(0;0)g and our forbidden
pattern set P to consist of any tilings of W violating the coloring constraints. We note that
one may define a shift of finite type in terms of “allowed patterns” as well.
We are concerned with the existence of periodic configurations in shifts of finite type.
A configuration x 2 AG is called weakly periodic if there exists some g 2 G, g 6= 1, such
that xg = x. We call x strongly periodic if the orbit fxg : g 2 Gg of x under translation is
finite. In the Wang tile example, configurations formed from some cyclic rectangle are
strongly periodic.
We call a group G weakly (respectively, strongly) SFT-periodic if every nonempty SFT
over G contains a weakly (resp. strongly) periodic configuration, no matter which finite
alphabet is chosen. For example, Z is strongly SFT-periodic, F2 is weakly but not strongly
SFT-periodic, and Z2 is neither.
We remark thatG fails to be weakly SFT-periodic if and only if there exists a nonempty
shift of finite type X over G such that xg 6= x for all x 2 X , g 6= 1 2G. Such a SFT is called
a strongly aperiodic shift of finite type. (One may similarly define a weakly aperiodic shift
of finite type over any group which fails to be strongly SFT-periodic.) Determining which
groups have aperiodic shifts of finite type is an eclectic task that uses techniques from
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and has implications for group theory, dynamical systems, geometry, and computability
theory. In this report we develop several tools and techniques for the task, leading to new
classification results for the existence of periodic configurations in shifts of finite type. A
summary of our main results is below.
Theorem 4.1.4 (appearing in [5]). Let G1 and G2 be finitely generated commensurable
groups.
(1) If G1 is weakly SFT-periodic, then G2 is weakly SFT-periodic.
(2) If G1 is strongly SFT-periodic, then G2 is strongly SFT-periodic.
Theorem 4.1.6. Let G be a group and let N be a finitely generated normal subgroup of
G. If N and G=N admit strongly aperiodic shifts of finite type, then G admits a strongly
aperiodic shift of finite type.
As an example application, Theorem 4.1.6 gives another proof thatZ2n admits a strongly
aperiodic shift of finite type. Additionally, en route to Theorem 4.1.6 we discover an in-
teresting connection to the theory of the growth of groups:
Theorem 4.2.8. Suppose G has polynomial growth of degree d. Then G is strongly SFT-
periodic if and only if d = 1.
It also follows from Theorem 4.1.4 and [9] that when d = 2;3;4 in the above statement,
G is not even weakly SFT-periodic, i.e. G has a strongly aperiodic SFT. Recently, Jeandel
has extended this result, discovering that all groups of nonlinear polynomial growth have
strongly aperiodic SFTs [21]. This completes the classification of groups of polynomial
growth according to SFT-periodicity (see Section 4.2).
The aforementioned classification relies heavily on Gromov’s theorem for groups of
polynomial growth. Some SFT-periodicity results are known for groups of intermediate
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growth as well, such as a construction of Marcinkowski and Nowak that shows the Grig-
orchuk group fails to be strongly SFT-periodic (along with certain other groups of inter-
mediate growth) [25].
Naturally, one next turns to groups of exponential growth, seeking to extract invari-
ants which might enable us to derive similar SFT-periodicity results. One example of an
invariant which proves fruitful is the number of ends of a group: Cohen has shown that
all finitely generated groups with at least two ends are weakly SFT-periodic [7]. In this
work, the invariant we propose to study is the (exponential) growth spectrum Gspec(G) of
a group G, which is a generalization of the uniform exponential growth rate. For example,
we obtain the following result for F2, the prototypical example of a group that is weakly
but not strongly SFT-periodic:
Theorem5.3.4. Gspec(F2) is unbounded and has infinitelymany limit points in the interval
[3;7].
We conclude this study by briefly outlining some new topics in shift spaces over groups,
namely those concerned with algebraic shift spaces. In addition to being connected to our
work with shifts of finite type, these theories engender some new and interesting questions.
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2. PRELIMINARIES FROM COMBINATORIAL GROUP THEORY
In this section we establish some terminology and notation we will use when working
with group presentations. We also briefly present some classical results from combinatorial
and geometric group theory we will need; see the surveys [22] and [11] for a more in-depth
treatment.
2.1 Marked groups and the word metric
Let Fm denote the free group on m generators, say with basis fa1; : : : ;amg. A word in
Fm is a product of the form
w= ae1n(1)a
e2
n(2)   aenn(n); where n(i) 2 f1; : : : ;mg; n 0; e 2 f 1;+1g: (2.1)
(By convention, an empty product in a group G, such as when n = 0 in (2.1), evaluates
to the identity element 1G 2 G.) Each element w of Fm can be uniquely represented by a
product of the form (2.1) such that aein(i)a
ei+1
n(i+1) 6= 1 for i = 1; : : : ;n  1. Products of this
form are called reduced words. The length of such a w is defined to be jwj := n. The
unique word of length 0, denoted by e , is called the empty word and, as mentioned above,
represents the identity element 1Fm 2 Fm.
Notice that if g is an element ofFm such that g= ae1n(1)   aenn(n) for some n(i)2f1; : : : ;mg; n
0; e 2 f 1;+1g, where the product is not necessarily reduced, then jgj  n. In particular,
if u and v are words in Fm, then juvj  juj+ jvj. If in fact juvj = juj+ jvj, then there is no
cancellation between u and v upon taking their product w = uv, and we say w = uv as a
reduced product.
If g1; : : : ;gm are elements of a group G, not necessarily distinct, there exists a unique
homomorphism p : Fm!G such that p(a j) = g j, j= 1; : : : ;m. That is, p(ae1n(1)   aenn(n)) =
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ge1n(1)   genn(n) for words w= ae1n(1)   aenn(n) 2 Fm and p(e) = 1G. If p is surjective (i.e. S :=
fg1; : : : ;gmg generates G), we call the pair (G;p) a marked group. If p is understood, we
will sometimes write w1
G
= w2 whenever w1;w2 2 Fm are words such that p(w1) = p(w2),
or g G= w whenever w is a word such that p(w) = g.
By abuse of terminology, if S generates G, we will typically refer to this marked group
as “the marked group (G;S).” In other words, a marked group can be viewed either as a
quotient of a free group or simply as a group with a distinguished generating set. In this
document we will use both perspectives interchangeably.
In general, whenever we refer to “the free group Fm,” we implicitly assume that a basis
of m elements A= fa1; : : : ;amg for Fm has been fixed and that words, reduced words, and
all related concepts are defined with respect to this basis.
A marked group (G;p) can be visualized via the following fundamental tool:
Definition. Let (G;p) be a marked group, where p : Fm ! G and Fm is a free group with
basis A. The (right) Cayley graph ofGwith respect to p is the directed graph G with vertex
set V = G and edge set E = f(g;gp(a)) : g 2 G; a 2 Ag.
Example 2.1.1. Let G be the symmetric group on the letters f1;2;3g with generators g1 =
(123), g2 = (12). The Cayley graph of G with respect to fg1;g2g is shown in Figure 2.1
on the left. In drawing a Cayley graph, if some g j has order 2, we will often replace the
two edges (g;gg j) and (gg j;g) with a single undirected edge, as shown on the right.
Informally, we often identify a finitely generated groupGwith its Cayley graphG (with
respect to an implicit set of generators), allowing us to consider G as a geometric object in
its own right. For example, the undirected combinatorial distance on G equips G with a
metric, which also arises in the following algebraic way.
Definition. Let (G;p) be a marked group, where p : Fm ! G. The word length of g 2 G
8
(12)
(13) (23)
id
(123) (132)
(12)
(13) (23)
id
(123) (132)
Figure 2.1: The Cayley graph of the symmetric group on three letters
with respect to p is
jgjp :=minfjwj : w 2 p 1(g)g: (2.2)
In other words, the length of g is the length of the shortest word in Fm representing g.
Remark 2.1.2. If G is generated by the finite set S, the word length equation (2.2) for the
marked group (G;S) can be rewritten as
jgjS :=minfn : there exist s1;s2; : : : ;sn 2 S[S 1 such that g= s1s2   sng:
Proposition 2.1.3. Let (G;p) be a marked group. The word length operator j  jp with
respect to p has the following properties:
(1) jgjp = 0 if and only if g= 1G.
(2) jgjp = jg 1jp (g 2 G).
(3) jghjp  jgjp + jhjp (g;h 2 G).
Proof. Let p : Fm! G.
(1) p(e) = 1G, and e is the only word of length 0 in Fm.
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(2) It suffices to note that for a reducedwordw= ae11 a
e2
2   aenn inFm,w 1 = a enn a en 1n 1   a e11
is also reduced, and jwj= n= jw 1j.
(3) Suppose w= ae11   aenn and v= bd11   bdrr are reduced words in Fm such that p(w) =
g and p(v) = h. Then
jghjp  jwvj= jae11   aenn bd11   bdrr j  n+ r:
As this holds for all w 2 p 1(g) and v 2 p 1(h), jghjp  jgjp + jhjp .
Corollary 2.1.4. Let (G;p) be a marked group. Then the function dp : GG! R0
defined by
dp(g;h) := jg 1hjp (g;h 2 G)
is a metric, called the word metric with respect to p . Moreover, dp is left-invariant, i.e.
dp(g;h) = dp(kg;kh) for all g;h;k 2 G.
It is not hard to see that dp is exactly the (undirected) combinatorial distance in the
Cayley graph ofGwith respect to p . The left-invariance of dp indicates that left-translation
in G by a group element k 2 G is an isometry, which in turn shows that there is nothing
special about 1G as a basepoint—the local behavior in a neighborhood of any k 2 G is the
same as the local behavior around the origin 1G. We will avail ourselves of this fact in
Section 3, which is concerned with sets of labellings of Cayley graphs defined by local
rules.
Having equipped a marked group (G;p) with a metric dp , we will need a precise defi-
nition of a “shortest path” in the space (G;dp).
Definition. Let (G;p) be a marked group, where p : Fm! G and Fm is free with basis A.
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A geodesic path is a function g : f0;1; : : : ;ng! G such that
dp(g(i);g( j)) = ji  jj (2.3)
for all i; j 2 f0;1; : : : ;ng.
If g instead has domain Z0 but still satisfies (2.3) for all i; j 2 Z0, g is a geodesic
ray.
A geodesic word is a word w= ae11   aenn (ai 2 A; n 0; ei 2 f 1;+1g) in Fm such
that the map
g : f0;1; : : : ;ng! G defined by g(i) G= ae11   aeii (2.4)
is a geodesic path.
Equivalently, geodesic words are the minimal length word representatives for elements
of G:
Proposition 2.1.5. Let (G;p) be a marked group, where p : Fm! G. A word w 2 Fm is a
geodesic word if and only if jwj= jp(w)jp .
Proof. Write w= ae11   aenn , where the ai are elements of the implicit basis of Fm. Let g be
as in (2.4). If w is geodesic, then
jwj= n= dp(g(0);g(n)) = jg(n)jp = jp(w)jp :
On the other hand, suppose jwj= jp(w)jp . Let i; j 2 f0;1; : : : ;ng be given with i j; we
wish to show that dp(g(i);g( j))= jp(aei+1i+1   a
e j
j )jp equals j i. Evidently jp(aei+1i+1   a
e j
j )jp 
j  i, so suppose for the sake of contradiction that jp(aei+1i+1   a
e j
j )jp < j  i. Then there is
some v 2 Fm with jvj< j  i and p(v) = p(aei+1i+1   a
e j
j ), yielding the word
w0 = ae11   aeii va
e j+1
j+1   aenn
11
with jw0j< n and p(w0) = p(w), a contradiction.
Remark 2.1.6. If g : f0;1; : : : ;ng ! G is a geodesic path and g0 2 G is any fixed group
element, then the path g 0 : f0;1; : : : ;ng! G defined by g 0(i) = g0g(i) is also geodesic, by
Corollary 2.1.4. That is, translation preserves geodesicity.
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3. SHIFTS OF FINITE TYPE AND PERIODIC POINTS
In this section we construct the theoretical framework needed to discuss precisely the
tiling problems described in Section 1. We first define shift spaces and shifts of finite type
over a groupG and show how elements of these spaces can be visualized as labellings ofG
which are constrained by a set of local rules. Next, we develop a set of algebraic tools for
working with shift spaces. We conclude with definitions for periodic points in shift spaces,
a topic which will be expounded upon in Section 4. Some of this material has appeared
in [5].1
3.1 Shift spaces
We begin with the basic definitions of shift spaces. Much of the material in this section
is standard in the literature and can be found, for example, in [6].
Let S and A be sets with A finite. We denote by AS the set of all functions f : S! A.
If T  S and f 2 AS, we denote by f T the function T ! A given by restriction: f T (t) :=
f (t) (t 2 T ).
If G is a group, we refer to AG as the set of all configurations over G (with alphabet
A). We equip AG with the prodiscrete topology, i.e. the product topology with each factor
of A having the discrete topology. Notice that AG is compact Hausdorff by Tychonoff’s
theorem. The following proposition gives some properties of this topology.
Proposition 3.1.1. Let G be a group and let A be a finite set.
(1) If x 2 AG is a configuration, a neighborhood basis for x is given by the collection of
basic neighborhoods
Nx(W) =
n
y 2 AG : yW = xWo (W G; W finite):
1Available for electronic retrieval at http://nyjm.albany.edu/j/2015/21-36v.pdf.
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(2) A subbasis for the topology on AG is given by the collection of the cylinder sets
C(g;a) := fx 2 AG : x(g) = ag (g 2 G; a 2 A):
(3) Suppose fBng¥n=1 is a collection of finite subsets of G such that Bn  Bn+1 for all
n  1 and S¥n=1Bn = G (in particular, G is countable). Let l : Z0 ! R>0 be a
decreasing function such that l (¥) := limn!¥l (n) = 0. Then the topology of AG
can be defined by the following metric:
d(x;y) = l

sup
n
n : x

Bn
= y

Bn
o
;
where by convention sup?= 0.
Proof. For g 2 G, we denote by pg : AG! A the projection map x 7! x(g).
(1) Nx(W) =
T
w2Wp 1w (x(w)) is open in the prodiscrete topology. Suppose now that
x 2U  AG, whereU is open. Then there exists a basic open set
B= p 1g1 (A1)\p 1g2 (A2)\ \p 1gm (Am)
in AG with x2 BU (here Ai A for each i), and it follows that x2Nx(fg1;g2; : : : ;gmg)
B.
(2) Each C(g;a) is open, since C(g;a) = p 1g (fag). On the other hand, given x 2 AG
and W= fw1; : : : ;wmg  G,
Nx(W) =C(w1;x(w1))\ \C(wm;x(wm))
and by (1) we have a subbasis.
(3) First we show each C(g;a) is open under the specified metric. If x 2C(g;a) and n
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is large enough so that g 2 Bn, we have x 2 Bx(l (n)) C(g;a) (where Bx(r) denotes the
open ball of radius r around x).
On the other hand, Bx(r) is open in the prodiscrete topology for x 2 AG and r > 0:
we can find n large enough so that l (n) < r, giving Nx(Bn)  Bx(r). We conclude that d
metrizes the prodiscrete topology.
In addition to its topological structure, AG comes equippedwith a rightG-action x 7! xg,
called the shift action, defined by the following equation:
(xg)(h) := x(gh) (x 2 AG; g;h 2 G):
In the case of a finitely generated group G, this shift can be visualized as follows. View A
as a set of colors and x 2 AG as a coloring of the right Cayley graph of G with basepoint
the identity element 1 2 G. Then applying a shift x 7! xg corresponds to changing the
basepoint of the coloring to g. (One can also define a left G-action by (g:x)(h) := x(g 1h),
which corresponds to translating the color at 1 to g and all other colors relative to this
translation. In the theory of shift spaces over groups, the two are functionally equivalent;
in this document we will use the right action unless otherwise stated.)
Example 3.1.2. Let A= f , , g andG= hr;s j r3;s2;rs = sr2i be the symmetric group
on 3 letters. An example of a configuration in AG and its shift by s are illustrated in Figure
3.1.
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s
sr2 sr
1
r r2
x 2 AG (basepoint at top)
s
sr2 sr
1
r r2
Configuration xs 2 AG
Figure 3.1: Configurations in the symmetric group on three letters
In general, we will primarily be concerned with infinite discrete groups G, although in
some sections, such as Section 3.2.3, finite groups will play a role.
Proposition 3.1.3. Let G be a group and A a finite set. Fix g 2G. Then the map f : AG!
AG defined by f (x) = xg is a homeomorphism.
Proof. To see that f is continuous, it suffices to note that
f 1(C(h;a)) =C(gh;a):
The inverse function to f is given by x 7! xg 1 and is continuous by the same reasoning.
The shift action and the prodiscrete topology work together in a natural way. This is
further illustrated by the concept of a shift space, which we now define.
Definition. Let G be a group and A a finite set. A shift space (or subshift, or simply shift)
is a topologically closed subset of configurations X  AG such that xg 2 X for all x 2 X
and g 2 G (this latter condition is called shift invariance).
We say A is the alphabet of X and G is the underlying group of X . We will also say X
is a shift space over G.
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If X = AG, we call X the full shift.
Example 3.1.4 (Infinite dihedral group). LetG=D¥ = ha;s j sa= a 1s ;s2 = 1i be the
infinite dihedral group. Under this presentation, we obtain the “ladder” Cayley graph of
D¥ shown in Figure 3.2:
a 2 a 1 1 a a2
a 2s a 1s s as a2s
Figure 3.2: The Cayley graph of D¥
Suppose A = f , g and X  AG consists of the two configurations shown in Figure
3.3:
a 2 a 1 1 a a2
a 2s a 1s s as a2s
Configuration x0
a 2 a 1 1 a a2
a 2s a 1s s as a2s
Configuration x1
Figure 3.3: Two configurations over D¥
We see that xa0 = x1 = xs0 and xa1 = x0 = xs1 . Thus X is shift-invariant, and of course X
is topologically closed by virtue of being a finite set in a Hausdorff space. We will refer
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to the shift space X defined above as the checkerboard shift on D¥ and will return to it in
later examples.
One can also define shift spaces in terms of forbidden or allowed patterns:
Definition. Let G be a group and A a finite set. A pattern is a function p :W! A, where
W is a finite subset of G called the shape of p. If x 2 AG, we say p appears in x (at g) if
there is some g 2 G such that (xg)W = p, i.e. such that x(gw) = p(w) for all w 2W.
Proposition 3.1.5. Let G be a group and A a finite set, and suppose X  AG is a set of
configurations. Let P=
[
WG
W finite
AW be the set of all possible patterns.
The following are equivalent:
(i) X is a shift space.
(ii) There exists a set of patterns P P such that
X = fx 2 AG : no p 2 P appears in xg: (3.1)
(iii) There exists a set of patterns P0  P such that if we let
S= fW G :W is the shape of some p 2 P0g;
then
X = fx 2 AG : for each g 2 G and W 2 S;(xg)W 2 P0g: (3.2)
Remark 3.1.6. The patterns in (3.1) are called a defining set of forbidden patterns forX and
the patterns in (3.2) are called a defining set of allowed patterns forX . When the underlying
group and alphabet are understood, we will indicate (3.1) and (3.2) by the shorthand
X =XP and X =O(P0); (3.3)
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respectively. The correspondence between these two patterns sets is as follows: Suppose
P=
S
W2SAW nP0. We then have the following equality:
AG nXP
= fx 2 AG : some p 2 P appears in xg
= fx 2 AG : there exist g 2 G; p 2 P; W G such that (xg)W = pg
= fx 2 AG : for some g 2 G; W 2 S;(xg)W 2 AW nP0g
= AG nO(P0):
ThusdXP =O(P0).
Proof of Proposition 3.1.5. (i)) (iii): Let S= fW G :W finiteg be the set of all shapes
and let
P0 =

(xg)

W : x 2 X ; g 2 G; W 2 S
	
:
Define X 0 = O(P0); we wish to show that X = X 0. It is clear that x 2 X ) x 2 X 0 by
definition. Conversely, suppose x 2 X 0. Then for any shape W 2 S, xW = (yg)W for some
y 2 X , g 2 G, and since yg 2 X as well, we can conclude that Nx(W) intersects the closed
set X for all W. Hence x 2 X .
(iii) ) (ii): Suppose there exist patterns P0 with shapes S such that X = O(P0). Let
P=
S
W2SAW nP0. Remark 3.1.6 then shows thatXP = O(P0).
(ii)) (i): Suppose X =XP for some P. To see that X is shift-invariant, select x 2 X ,
and notice that no p 2 P appears in x if and only if no p 2 P appears in xg for all g 2G. To
see that X is topologically closed, note that y 2 AG nX implies (yg)W = p for some g 2G,
p 2 P, giving Ny(gW) AG nX . Thus AG nX is open.
We see that shift spaces are characterized by being defined in terms of local rules for
configurations. The most important shift spaces for our purposes are those which can be
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defined by finitely many local rules:
Definition. Let X be a shift space. If there exists a finite defining set of forbidden patterns
for X , then X is called a shift of finite type (SFT).
Example 3.1.7. The checkerboard shift from Example 3.1.4 is a shift of finite type and
can be defined by the set of four forbidden patterns shown in Figure 3.4:
1
s
1
s
1 a
1 a
Figure 3.4: Nearest-neighbor forbidden patterns for the checkerboard shift on D¥
Notice that different forbidden pattern sets may define the same SFT. The checkerboard
shift can also be defined by the set of six forbidden patterns shown in Figure 3.5:
1
as
1
as
1 a2
1 a2
1
s
1
s
Figure 3.5: Locked shift forbidden patterns for the checkerboard shift on D¥
The following proposition shows that in a shift of finite type, one may assume that the
defining patterns all have the same shape.
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Proposition 3.1.8. Let X be a SFT with alphabet A and underlying group G. Then there
exists a single finite subset W G and a set of patterns P AW such that
X =XP =O(AW nP): (3.4)
Proof. Suppose X =XbP, where bP= fp1 :W1! A; p2 :W2! A; : : : ; pm :Wm! Ag. Let
W =
Sm
i=1Wi and P = fp 2 AW : p

Wi
= pi for some ig. Then W is finite and (3.4) holds
(note that we invoke Remark 3.1.6 for the second equality).
In particular, we see that a shift space X is a SFT if and only if there exists a finite
defining set of allowed patterns for X . We remark here that the technique used in the
proof of Proposition 3.1.8 of enlarging the forbidden pattern shapes will be used often and
without comment in the remainder of this document. We also record here two more easy
consequences of the definitions that will be used implicitly in the sequel.
Proposition 3.1.9. Let G be a group.
1. If G is finite, every shift space over G is a SFT.
2. If X1, X2 are SFTs over G and the same alphabet A, then X1\X2 is also a SFT.
Proof. (1) Suppose G is finite and X  AG is a shift space. By Proposition 3.1.5, X has a
defining set of forbidden patterns P P :=SWGAW. But jPj  jPj<¥, so X has a finite
defining set of forbidden patterns.
(2) Suppose X1 =XP and X2 =XP0 . Then X1 \X2 =XP[P0 , because x 2 X1 \X2 if
and only if no p 2 P appears in x and no p0 2 P0 appears in x.
Example 3.1.10 (Odd shift). Not every shift space is a shift of finite type. Suppose G =
ha1; : : : ;am j frigi2Ii is a group with finite generating set S = fa1; : : : ;amg. such that all
defining relators ri have even word length, and set A = f , g. We define a forbidden
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pattern set
P= fp : fg;hg! A : p(g) = p(h) = ; g;h 2 G; and dS(g;h) is oddg:
X :=XP is the odd shift over G with respect to S. The configurations in X are exactly
those in which every path of the form has an odd number of white nodes
appearing between the two black nodes.
IfG is infinite, X is not a SFT. Indeed, suppose P AW is a finite set of allowed patterns
for X and let N = maxfdS(w1;w2) : w1;w2 2 Wg. Let K be an odd integer larger than N
and choose g0 2 G such that jg0jS = K (such a g0 is guaranteed to exist as long as G is
infinite). Then the configuration x 2 AG defined by
x(g) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
if g= 1;
if g= g0;
otherwise
is not in X , since dS(1;g0) is odd. However, for any g2G, xg

W must be an allowed pattern
since it has at most one black node. This implies x 2 O(P), a contradiction.
3.2 Algebraic tools for working with shift spaces
In this section we develop some useful algebraic results for constructing new shift
spaces out of old. The constructions described here will be employed in Section 4 to prove
results about SFTs when the underlying group is changed.
3.2.1 Products of shifts
Suppose A and B are two finite alphabets and S is an arbitrary set. Viewing AB as
a new alphabet, the set of functions (AB)S can be identified with ASBS via the map
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F : ASBS ! (AB)S defined by
(F(x;y))(s) = (x(s);y(s)): (3.5)
We refer to this correspondence as stacking. Note that F is a bijection, so in particular,
if the underlying set is a group G, the product of two full shifts AG and BG may be iden-
tified with the full shift (AB)G. Indeed, the stacking map F : AGBG ! (AB)G is
a homeomorphism, since we have for each g 2 G the following commutative diagram of
continuous maps:
AGBG
{{vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
F
 $$H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H
AG
pg

(AB)G
pg

BG
pg

A ABoo // B
Moreover, this correspondence respects the G-shift action in the sense that (F(x;y))g =
F(xg;yg). Hence if two shift spaces (possibly not full shifts) have the same underlying
group, we may, without complications, regard their product as a shift space. We also have
the following:
Proposition 3.2.1. Suppose X1;X2 are SFTs with alphabets A;B respectively and underly-
ing group G. Then X1X2 is a SFT with alphabet AB and underlying group G.
Proof. Let X1 = O(P1) and X2 = O(P2) for allowed pattern sets P1  AW, P2  BW. We
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show that X1X2 =O(P1P2):
(x1;x2) 2 X1X2
, (xg1)

W 2 P1 and (x
g
2)

W 2 P2 for all g 2 G
, (xg1;xg2)

W 2 P1P2 for all g 2 G
, (x1;x2) 2 O(P1P2):
When the two underlying groups are different, the situation is slightly more compli-
cated. We will consider this case in the course of investigating shift spaces over quotient
groups in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.2 Shift space rigidity
In this section we investigate the topic of forcing rigidity on SFTs. Let G be a group
and A an alphabet. Given g 2 G, we will use the notation
FixAG(g) := fx 2 AG : xg = xg
for the set of g-periodic configurations, and similarly, if S G, we define
FixAG(S) :=
\
g2S
FixAG(g) = fx 2 AG : xg = x for all g 2 Sg:
to be the set of S-periodic configurations. Below are some basic properties of the fixed
point sets defined above.
Proposition 3.2.2. Let G be a group and A an alphabet, and suppose S G.
(1) FixAG(S) is topologically closed.
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(2) FixAG(S) = FixAG (hSi), where hSi is the subgroup of G generated by S.
(3) If N is a normal subgroup of G, then FixAG(N) is a shift space. Moreover, if N is
finitely generated, then FixAG(N) is a SFT.
Proof. (1) It suffices to show that FixAG(g) is closed for an arbitrary g 2 G. But AG is
Hausdorff, which means that the diagonal D := f(x;x) : x 2 AGg is closed in AG AG.
Thus ifF :AG!AGAG is the continuousmap defined byF(x)= (x;xg), then FixAG(g)=
F 1(D) is closed.
(2) Suppose x2 FixAG(S) and s= se11   senn 2 hSi (si 2 S; ei 2 f 1;+1g). Noticing that
xg = x implies x= xg 1 , we have
xs
e1
1 senn = xs
e2
2 senn =   = x:
So x 2 FixAG(hSi). The other inclusion is clear.
(3) To show FixAG(N) is a shift space, it suffices to show FixAG(N) is shift-invariant
by (1). Suppose x 2 FixAG(N) and g 2 G. Then
(xg)n = xgn = x(gng
 1)g = (xgng
 1
)g = xg for any n 2 N;
so xg 2 FixAG(N).
Now suppose N is a finitely generated normal subgroup of G. Let S be a finite gener-
ating set for N, and set
P0 = fp : f1;sg! A : s 2 S; p(1) = p(s)g:
Unraveling definitions, we have
O(P0) = fx 2 AG : for each g 2 G and s 2 S; x(g) = x(gs)g:
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But
FixAG(N) = fx 2 AG : xn = x for all n 2 Ng;
and
xn = x for all n 2 N
, x(ng) = x(g) for all n 2 N;g 2 G
, x(g(g 1ng)) = x(g) for all n 2 N;g 2 G
, x(gn0) = x(g) for all n0 2 N;g 2 G
, x(gs) = x(g) and x(g) = x(gs 1) for all s 2 S;g 2 G
, x(gs) = x(g) for all s 2 S;g 2 G;
where we have used the fact that every n0 2 N is a product of elements of S[ S 1 in the
second-to-last equivalence. So FixAG(N) = O(P0) is a shift of finite type.
Example 3.2.3. We remark that if H is not a normal subgroup of G, FixAG(H) need not be
shift-invariant and hence may not be a shift space, even if H is of finite index in G. For
example, let G be the infinite dihedral group D¥, let A = f , g, and let H = ha3;si =
fa3ns i : n 2 Z; i 2 f0;1gg. H is evidently of finite index in G but not normal. The config-
uration x shown in Figure 3.6 is in FixAG(H):
a 4 a 3 a 2 a 1 1 a a2 a3 a4
a 4s a 3s a 2s a 1s s as a2s a3s a4s
Figure 3.6: Configuration x= xs = xa3
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However, xa shown in Figure 3.7 is not in FixAG(H):
a 4 a 3 a 2 a 1 1 a a2 a3 a4
a 4s a 3s a 2s a 1s s as a2s a3s a4s
Figure 3.7: Configuration xa
6
= (xa)s
Remark 3.2.4. The proof of Proposition 3.2.2 shows, more generally, that if x 2 FixAG(H)
for some subgroup H  G, then xg 2 FixAG(H) for all g 2 NG(H), the normalizer of H in
G.
We have shown that given a normal subgroup N with certain finiteness conditions, we
can define a SFT over G whose configurations are at least N-periodic. More subtle is the
following question: can we define a SFT whose configurations are at least N-periodic and
also at most N-periodic? We show that the answer is “yes.”
More precisely, let G be a group and A an alphabet. If S G, we define
WideAG(S) := fx 2 AG : xg = x implies g 2 hSig
to be the set of S-wide configurations. Clearly
WideAG(S) =WideAG(hSi) = fx 2 AG : StabG(x) hSig;
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where StabG(x) := fg2G : xg = xg is the stabilizer of x in g. In other words, configurations
in WideAG(S) are those that are “at most S-periodic.”
Ideally, one would like to prove structural results about WideAG(S) similar to those for
FixAG(S). Unfortunately, the set WideAG(S) by itself does not exhibit much structure in
general. For example, just as with H-periodic configurations, the set of H-wide configura-
tions need not be shift-invariant if H is not normal. For a counterexample, the configura-
tion in Figure 3.7 is in WideAG(ha3;asi), but the configuration in Figure 3.6 is not because
s =2 ha3;asi= fai+3ns i : n 2 Z; i 2 f0;1gg.
Moreover, evenN normal of finite index does not guaranteeWideAG(N) is topologically
closed. Take G= Z, A= f , g, and N = 2ZE G. Then the configurations
xn 2 AG (n 2 Z>0) defined by xn(i) =
8>><>>:
jij  n;
jij> n
are in WideAG(N), but the constant configuration x defined by x(i) = for all i 2 Z, which
is in WideAG(N), is not in WideAG(N).
However, if we combine the periodicity restrictions of FixAG(N) with restrictions that
force configurations to be N-wide, we obtain the following special SFT, an instance of
which was seen in Example 3.1.4:
Theorem 3.2.5. Let G be a group, and suppose N E G is a finitely generated normal sub-
group of G of finite index. Then there exists a finite alphabet T and a nonempty shift of
finite type X over G with alphabet T such that
X  FixTG(N)\WideTG(N); i.e. x 2 X =) xg = x if and only if g 2 N:
Proof. Choose as alphabet a set T = ft1; t2; : : : ; tng of distinct right coset representatives
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for N in G with t1 = 1. Let
P= fp : f1; tg! T : t 2 T nf1g; p(1) = p(t)g:
Noticing thatX := FixTG(N)\XP is a shift of finite type by Proposition 3.2.2(3), it suffices
to show that X is nonempty and that X WideTG(N). Let x 2 TG be defined by
x(nt) = t (n 2 N; t 2 T ):
That is, x sends each group element to its coset representative. Now, x 2 FixTG(N), since
xn(n0t) = t = x(n0t) (n0 2 N; t 2 T )
for all n 2 N. Moreover, x 2XP: selecting g= nt 2 G (n 2 N; t 2 T ) and t 0 2 T nf1g, we
have
xg(t 0) = x(ntt 0) 6= x(nt) = xg(1)
(tt 0 and t cannot be in the same right coset of N, since N is normal), showing that x 2XP.
Hence X is nonempty.
It remains to show that X WideTG(N). If x 2 FixTG(N)\XP and xg = x, then
x(1) = xg(1) = x(nt) = x(t) (g= nt; n 2 N; t 2 T );
which gives t = 1 since x 2XP. That is, x 2WideTG(N).
Example 3.2.6. IfG=D¥ and N = ha2;asi, we can choose the right coset representatives
T = f1;sg for N in G. If we identify 1 with and s with , then the SFT constructed in
Theorem 3.2.5 is exactly the checkerboard shift from Example 3.1.4, and the defining set
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of forbidden patterns is the second pattern set illustrated in Example 3.1.7.
The SFT constructed in Theorem 3.2.5 will be used in Section 4.1.
The last characterization of rigidity we will introduce in this section is concerned with
deterministically reconstructing configurations from partial data. This is related to our
considerations of N-periodicity above and is best illustrated by some simple examples.
Example 3.2.7. Let G = Z and A = f0;1g. For brevity, we will depict configurations
x 2 AZ by   x( 2)x( 1):x(0)x(1)x(2)    , using the decimal point to locate the 0th entry.
Let
X = f   110:110110    ;    101:101101    ;    011:011011   g:
Then X is a shift of finite type with allowed pattern set f110;101;011g.
Notice that in defining a configuration x2 X , as soon as one pattern is chosen to appear
at a fixed position n0, then all of x is uniquely determined. For example, if :110 appears at
the origin, the pattern at position 1 must be 101, the pattern at position 2 must be 011, and
so on. More succinctly, x can be quickly reconstructed using the rule
x(n+2) = x(n+1)+ x(n) (mod 2) (n 2 Z):
Example 3.2.8. Let G= Z2 and A= f ; g. Let X  AG consist of the four configurations
obtained by translating the tiling shown in Figure 3.8 around the plane:
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Figure 3.8: A configuration with orbit size 4
An immediate attempt to give a defining set of allowed patterns for X by parroting the
technique of Example 3.2.7 might yield

; ; ;

but this set is not sufficient since it allows for configurations such as the one shown in
Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: An invalid configuration
One needs to slightly extend the allowed pattern shape to enforce the appropriate rigid-
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ity. For example, the following allowed pattern set suffices:
8>><>>: ; ; ;
9>>=>>;
With these examples in mind, we introduce the following terminology:
Definition. Let X be a shift space with underlying groupG and alphabet A. A finite subset
W  G is called fundamental shape for X if the restriction map r : X ! AW defined by
r(x) = x

W is injective. In this case, r(X) is called a set of fundamental patterns for X .
We show below that a shift space X has a fundamental pattern set if and only if it is
finite, so we have not introduced a new class of shift spaces. Nevertheless, as we have
seen, not every fundamental pattern set can serve as an allowed pattern set, and vice versa.
Hence it is of interest to find fundamental shapes and fundamental pattern sets of minimal
size as well as fast algorithms to reconstruct a configuration from a given fundamental
pattern. We will mention this topic again in Section 6.
The examples above also indicate that shift spaces with fundamental pattern sets must
exhibit periodicity. The following proposition makes this explicit.
Proposition 3.2.9. Let G be a group and A and alphabet, and suppose X  AG is a shift
space. The following are equivalent:
(i) X has a set of fundamental patterns.
(ii) X is finite.
(iii) There exists a normal subgroup N E G of finite index in G such that X  FixAG(N).
Proof. (i) ) (ii): By definition, if X has a set of fundamental patterns, then there is an
injection from X into a finite set.
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(ii)) (iii): Suppose X = fx1; : : : ;xng. As X is shift-invariant, each orbit xGi := fxgi :
g 2 Gg is finite. Thus all of the stabilizer subgroups StabG(xi) are of finite index in G,
making their intersection StabG(X) :=
Tn
i=1StabG(xi) finite index in G. By a standard
group-theoretic result, there exists a normal subgroup N EG of finite index in G such that
N  StabG(X). It follows that X  FixAG(N).
(iii)) (i): Suppose X  FixAG(N), where N is of finite index. Then any T such that
NT = G is a fundamental shape for X , since whenever x;y 2 X and xT = yT , we have
x(nt) = x(t) = y(t) = y(nt) for all g= nt 2 G.
From our investigations thus far, it is intuitively clear that a finite shift space over a
finitely generated group is a SFT. We delay recording a formal proof of this fact until after
we have investigated shift spaces over quotient groups, which, as we will see, are the same
as the fixed point sets FixAG(N) we have been considering.
3.2.3 Shift spaces over quotient groups
The following proposition lists the fundamental facts about shift spaces over quotient
groups.
Proposition 3.2.10. Let G be a group and A an alphabet, and suppose N is a normal sub-
group of G. The quotient map p : G! G=N induces a function P : AG=N ! AG, defined
by
(P(x))(g) = x(p(g)) (i.e. P(x) = xp)
satisfying the following properties:
(1) P is injective.
(2) P is G-equivariant in the sense that (P(x))g =P(xp(g)) (x 2 AG=N ; g 2 G).
(3) P

AG=N

= FixAG(N).
(4) P is continuous and thus gives a homeomorphism between AG=N and FixAG(N).
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Proof. (1) Suppose P(x) =P(y). As p is surjective, xp = yp implies x= y.
(2) Given x 2 AG=N , g 2 G, we have
(P(x))g(h) = x(p(gh)) = xp(g)(p(h)) = (P(xp(g)))(h) (h 2 G):
(3) On the one hand, given x 2 AG=N ,
(P(x))n =P(xp(n)) =P(x) (n 2 N)
by (2), soP(x) 2 FixAG(N). On the other hand, if y 2 FixAG(N) is given, the configuration
x 2 AG=N defined by x(p(g)) = y(g) for g2G is well-defined, since y is constant on cosets
of N. So y=P(x) 2P

AG=N

.
(4) Under P, the preimage of a cylinder set is a cylinder set:
P 1(C(g;a)) =C(p(g);a) (g 2 G; a 2 A):
So P is continuous; by (1) and AG=N compact, P is an embedding.
Notice that Proposition 3.2.10 yields another proof of the fact from Proposition 3.2.2(3)
that FixAG(N) is a shift space when N is normal. In fact, P gives a one-to-one correspon-
dence between shift spaces with alphabet A and underlying group G=N and shift spaces
contained in FixAG(N). Moreover, if N is finitely generated, this correspondence preserves
the property of being a SFT:
Proposition 3.2.11. Let G be a group, A an alphabet, and N a finitely generated normal
subgroup of G. Suppose X  AG=N is a shift space. Then X is a SFT if and only if P(X) is
a SFT, where P is as in Proposition 3.2.10.
Proof. First suppose X = O(P), where P  AW is a finite set of allowed patterns with
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shape W G=N. Let W0  G be a finite set such that pW0 :W0!W is a bijection, and set
P0 = fppW0 : p 2 Pg  AW0 . Then P(X) = O(P0)\PAG=N, because for x 2 AG=N ,
P(x) 2 O(P0)
, for all g 2 G; P(x)gW0 2 P0
, for all g 2 G; xp(g) pW0 2 P0
, for all g 2 G; xp(g) pW0 = ppW0 for some p 2 P
, for all g 2 G; xp(g)W = p for some p 2 P
, for all g 2 G; xp(g) 2 P
, x 2 O(P):
By Proposition 3.2.2, P(X) = O(P0)\FixAG(N) is a SFT.
Conversely, suppose P(X) is a SFT. Then P(X) = O(P0) for a finite set of allowed
patterns P0  AW0 . Let W= p(W0) G=N and
P= fp 2 AW : ppW0 2 P0g:
Then, by the same computation as above, X =O(P), where we have used the fact that
xp(g) pW0 = p0 for some p0 2 P0 =) xp(g)W = p for some p 2 P
because such a p0 must be constant on cosets of N and we can define p by
p(p(w 0)) = p0(w 0) (w 0 2W0):
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Corollary 3.2.12. Let G be a finitely generated group and A an alphabet. If X  AG is a
finite shift space, then X is a SFT.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2.9, there exists a normal subgroup N E G of finite index in G
such that X  FixAG(N). Let P : AG=N ! FixAG(N) be the canonical homeomorphism and
Y =P 1(X). Since Y is a shift space over a finite group, Y is a SFT.
Now, as a finite index subgroup of a finitely generated group, N is finitely generated,
which implies by Proposition 3.2.11 that X =P(Y ) is a SFT.
We can now return to the question raised in 3.2.1 of taking products of shift spaces with
different underlying groups. Suppose X  AG andY  BH are shift spaces, whereG;H are
groups and A;B are finite alphabets. Under the identifications P1 : AG ! FixAGH (H) 
AGH and P2 : BH ! FixBGH (G)  BGH , we can identify X Y with the shift space
P1(X)P2(Y ) contained in (AB)GH . Moreover, if X and Y are SFTs and G and H are
finitely generated, then by Proposition 3.2.11 and Proposition 3.2.1, XY is a SFT.
3.2.4 Higher block shift
Having seen how shift spaces behave under taking products and quotients of the un-
derlying groups, we now consider the case of passing to a finite index subgroup. In this
section we will show that by a change of alphabet, a shift space over a group G can be
faithfully encoded as a shift space over H  G whenever H is of finite index in G.
Definition. Let G be a group and A an alphabet. Suppose H is a finite index subgroup of
G and T  G is a finite set such that HT = G. The higher block map (of AG, relative to
(H;T )) is the function yH;T : AG! BH defined by
(yH;T (x))(h) := (xh)

T :
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That is, yH;T (x) is the configuration z 2 BH such that
z(h)(t) = x(ht) (h 2 H; t 2 T ): (3.6)
Intuitively,yH;T replaces the label a2A at each element h2H with the entire T -pattern
b 2 AT centered at h. The next result shows that yH;T embeds AG into BH as a SFT.
Proposition 3.2.13. Let G be a group, A an alphabet, H a finite index subgroup of G, and
T  G a finite set such that HT = G. Let B= AT .
(1) yH;T is injective.
(2) yH;T is H-equivariant, i.e. (yH;T (x))h = yH;T
 
xh
  
x 2 AG; h 2 H.
(3) yH;T is continuous.
(4) yH;T
 
AG

is a shift of finite type in BH .
Proof. (1) If yH;T (x1) = yH;T (x2), (3.6) shows that x1(ht) = x2(ht) for all h 2 H, t 2 T .
Since HT = G, x1 = x2.
(2) Let x 2 AG, h 2 H. Set z= yH;T (x), z0 = yH;T
 
xh

. Then
(zh(k))(t) = z(hk)(t) = x(hkt) = xh(kt) = (z0(k))(t) (k 2 H; t 2 T ):
(3) Given h 2 H and b : T ! A,
y 1H;T (C(h;b)) =
\
t2T
C(ht;b(t)):
Since the preimage of an arbitrary cylinder set is open, yH;T is continuous. Thus AG can
be embedded as a shift space in BH .
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(4) Let E = H \TT 1 and
P= fp 2 BE : for all h 2 E; t 2 T such that h 1t 2 T; p(1)(t) = p(h)(h 1t)g: (3.7)
We claim yH;T
 
AG

=O(P). For, suppose yH;T (x) = z 2 BH and k 2H are given. For
all h 2 E, t 2 T such that h 1t 2 T ,
(zk)

E(1)(t) = x(kt) = x(khh
 1t) = (zk)

E(h)(h
 1t);
showing z2O(P). For, suppose z2O(P) is given. Define x2AG by x(ht)= z(h)(t) (h2
H; t 2 T ). To see that x is well-defined, notice that ht = h2t2 implies tt 12 = h 1h2 2 E and
z(h)(t) = (zh)

E(1)(t) = (z
h)

E(h
 1h2)(h 12 ht) = z(h2)(t2):
It is clear that z= yH;T (x).
The shift of finite type yH;T
 
AG

defined in Proposition 3.2.13(4) will be called the
higher block shift (of AG) relative to (H;T ).
Remark 3.2.14. The defining set of allowed patterns in (3.7) is designed to account for
the possibility that the T -shape centered at one element ofH may overlap with the T -shape
centered at another element of H. If this happens, the two corresponding T -patterns are
required to agree on the overlap.
However, in some casesH\TT 1 is reduced to the single element 1, whichmeans there
is no overlap—for example, this occurs if T is a set of distinct right coset representatives.
If H\TT 1 = f1g, then the condition in (3.7) for p 2 BE to be in P is always satisfied. In
other words, if H \TT 1 = f1g, then O(P) is all of BH and yH;T is surjective.
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3.3 Periodic configurations
Having developed several tools for working with shift spaces and algebraic perturba-
tions of shift spaces, we now define the primary periodicity properties with which we will
concern ourselves in this study.
Definition. Let G be a group and A an alphabet, and let x 2 AG.
(1) x is weakly periodic if there exists g 6= 1 in G such that xg = x.
(2) x is strongly periodic if the orbit xG of x is finite.
In other words, a weakly periodic configuration x is one with nontrivial stabilizer
StabG(x), and a strongly periodic configuration x is onewhose stabilizer subgroup StabG(x)
is of finite index in G. If G is infinite, strongly periodic configurations are also weakly pe-
riodic.
Recall that our primary goal in this project is to investigate how group-theoretic prop-
erties of a group G influence the dynamical properties of shift spaces overG. In particular,
we would like to know how shifts of finite type behave, and a natural invariant to consider
is the existence and type of periodic points in SFTs over G.
Definition. Let G be a group.
1. If every nonempty shift of finite type over G contains a weakly periodic configura-
tion, G is weakly SFT-periodic.
2. If every nonempty shift of finite type over G contains a strongly periodic configura-
tion, G is strongly SFT-periodic.
We can now make our main question precise:
Question 3.3.1. Which finitely generated groups are strongly SFT-periodic, and which are
weakly SFT-periodic?
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As with configurations, an infinite strongly SFT-periodic group is also weakly SFT-
periodic. Notice that SFT-periodicity does not depend on a particular choice of finite al-
phabet. This is a natural simplification to make, because the topological dynamics of AG
are equivalent to those of BG even if A and B are different finite alphabets.
A group G is not weakly SFT-periodic if and only if there exists a nonempty shift of
finite type X over G such that xg = x implies g = 1 for all x 2 X ; g 2 G. Such a SFT is
called a strongly aperiodic SFT in the literature, and the task of finding strongly aperiodic
SFTs over various groups is an ongoing investigation. We will see in Section 4.1 that our
general classification techniques can be used to explicitly define strongly aperiodic SFTs.
In order to introduce the task of classifying all finitely generated groups according to
the SFT-periodicity hierarchy, we conclude this section by presenting some well-known
classification results. In Section 4.3 we will give a more thorough review of the current
classification progress.
Proposition 3.3.2. LetG be a finite group. ThenG is strongly SFT-periodic but not weakly
SFT-periodic.
Proof. If X is a SFT over G, then every x 2 X is strongly periodic since X is finite. In
particular, G is strongly SFT-periodic.
To see G is not weakly SFT-periodic, take A= G as the finite alphabet, let x0 2 AG be
the identity function, and define X = fxg0 : g 2 Gg to be the orbit of x0. X is a shift space
(AG has the discrete topology) so by Corollary 3.2.12, X is a SFT, and it is clear that xg = x
implies g= 1 for all x 2 X , g 2 G. (This result also follows from Theorem 3.2.5.)
Thus finite groups are trivially pathological in this context, and theywill be of no further
concern to us. The simplest infinite group is Z, which can easily be classified:
Proposition 3.3.3. Z is strongly SFT-periodic.
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Proof. Let X be a nonempty SFT over Z. We may suppose X = O(P) for some finite set
of allowed patterns P  AW, where W = f n; n+ 1; : : : ;n  1;ng for an appropriately
large n. Pick x 2 X . By the pigeonhole principle, some p 2 P must appear infinitely
often in x, say xr

W = x
m

W = p for some r < m 2 Z. We may assume m  r > 2n (this
condition ensures that the matching blocks do not overlap, a technical detail which avoids
unnecessary complications). By shifting x if necessary, we may also assume r = 0.
Define y 2 AZ to be the periodic extension of xf0;1;:::;m 1g to Z. That is, if f : Z!
f0;1; : : : ;m 1g is the map which sends each number to its remainder mod m, then y(k) =
x(f(k)) (k 2 Z). We then notice that ykW = xf(k)W for all k 2 Z, which shows y 2 X .
Thus X contains a strongly periodic configuration.
The fact that there are no nonempty aperiodic SFTs over Z was well-known early in
the development of one-dimensional symbolic dynamics, but the situation for higher di-
mensions remained unclear for several decades. In 1966, Roger Berger constructed an
aperiodic set of Wang tiles (see 1), proving that Z2 is not weakly SFT-periodic [2]. The
generalization to dimensions higher than 2 was completed by Culik and Kari in 1995 [10],
who modified an aperiodic set of Wang tiles to form an aperiodic set of Wang “cubes,”
thus completing the classification for free abelian groups:
Theorem 3.3.4 (Culik, Kari 1995). If n 2, Zn is not weakly SFT-periodic.
Notice that weak and strong SFT-periodicity coincide in the case of free abelian groups.
It will follow from the results of Section 4.1 that they coincide for all (infinite) finitely gen-
erated abelian groups. Hence it is natural to wonder if weak and strong periodicity always
coincide for infinite groups, which would render the distinction ultimately unnecessary.
However, this is not the case: it follows from the work of Piantadosi [29], [30] that Fm is
weakly SFT-periodic but not strongly SFT-periodic whenever m 2. We provide our own
proof of this fact in order to illustrate a parallel with the proof of Proposition 3.3.3.
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Theorem 3.3.5. F2 is weakly SFT-periodic but not strongly SFT-periodic.
Proof. Let fa;bg be a free basis for F2.
First, suppose X  AF2 is a nonempty SFT. We may assume X = O(P) for some finite
set of allowed patterns P AW, whereW= fw 2 F2 : jwj  ng for an appropriately large n.
Pick x 2 X . By the pigeonhole principle, there must be some p 2 P that appears infinitely
often among the patterns xai

W (i 2 Z). Translating x by some ai if necessary, we may
assume that
x

W = x
am
W = p for some m> 2n; so x(w) = x(a
mw) for all w 2 F2 with jwj  n: (3.8)
Let f : Z! f0;1; : : : ;m  1g take each number to its remainder mod m. We define a
configuration y 2 AF2 by
y(akw) = x(af(k)w) for reduced products akw; k 2 Z:
Intuitively, we have restricted x to the block
fakw 2 F2 : k = 0;1; : : : ;m 1; w does not start with a1g
and taken y to be the periodic extension of this block along the geodesic axis fal : l 2 Zg.
Indeed, yam = y, showing y is weakly periodic.
We must also verify that y 2 X , which we will do by showing that yakwW = xaf(k)wW
for all reduced products akw 2 F2, i.e. y(akww0) = x(af(k)ww0) whenever jw0j  n. The
only case in which this equality is nontrivial is when w0 = w 1a jw00 as a reduced product
for some j 6= 0. But since
x(af(k)+ jw00) = x(af(k+ j)w00) provided ja jw00j  n
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by (3.8), the result follows.
We now show F2 is not strongly SFT-periodic by constructing a nonempty SFT Z over
F2 whose configurations all have infinite orbit. Let A= f , , g, W= f1;a;b;a 1;b 1g,
and let P AW be the set of allowed patterns in Figure 3.10.
1
?
a
b
?
a 1
b 1
1
a
b
a 1
b 1
1
a
b
a 1
b 1
1
a
b
a 1
b 1
1
a
b
a 1
b 1
Figure 3.10: Allowed patterns for the SFT Z  AF2 . A ? indicates all possible colors
should be allowed in the corresponding position.
Set Z =O(P). It is not hard to see that Z is nonempty—an example configuration z2 Z
is shown in Figure 3.11. Now, any configuration x 2 Z must contain a node somewhere,
say at g 2 F2. But then by our choice of P, x(gbl) is for all l > 0 and for all l < 0. It
follows that the configurations xgbl (l 2 Z) are all distinct (each has a node at b l but
nowhere else along the bl axis). Thus F2 is not strongly SFT-periodic.
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Figure 3.11: A configuration z 2 Z. Notice that z is periodic along the al axis but aperiodic
along the bl axis.
Modifying the proof above for the case of Fm,m> 2, would not be difficult, but simpler
is to recall that Fm is a finite index subgroup of F2 for anym 2 and invoke Theorem 4.1.4
from the next section. Thus we obtain the general case:
Corollary 3.3.6. Fm is weakly SFT-periodic but not strongly SFT-periodic for m 2.
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4. PERIODICITY AND GROWTH OF GROUPS
Our primary program of research in this study is the search for ways to classify each
finitely generated group according to whether it is strongly SFT-periodic, weakly SFT-
periodic, or neither. In Section 3.3 we focused on the specific groups Zn and Fm, but in
this section we will develop broad criteria which can be used to classify entire families of
groups. We begin by showing that the properties of weak and strong SFT-periodicity are
preserved under taking finite index subgroups and extensions. We then demonstrate that
there is a connection between the growth of a group and its SFT-periodicity; in particular,
we will see that groups of polynomial growth can be completely classified. We conclude
by summarizing the current status of the classification program in the literature. Some of
this material has appeared in [5].1
4.1 Periodicity and commensurability
Our work up to this point has hinted that the essential properties of a SFT over a group
are left unchanged by operations that are finite in some sense. One explicit equivalence
relation that can be thought of as a finite transformation is as follows.
Definition. Let G1 and G2 be groups. If there exist finite index subgroups H1  G1 and
H2  G2 such that H1 is isomorphic to H2, then G1 and G2 are called commensurable.
Remark 4.1.1. Commensurability is an equivalence relation on the class of groups. To see
that the relation is transitive, notice that if H is a finite index subgroup of both G1 and G2
and K is a finite index subgroup of both G2 and G3, then H \K is a finite index subgroup
of both G1 and G3.
The first main result of this section is that the commensurability relation over finitely
1Available for electronic retrieval at http://nyjm.albany.edu/j/2015/21-36v.pdf.
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generated groups preserves weak and strong SFT-periodicity, a fact proved by the author
and Penland in [5]. We will use the tools of Section 3 to prove this theorem in two stages.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let G be a group and let H be a finite index subgroup of G. If H is weakly
(strongly) SFT-periodic, then G is weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic.
Proof. We first suppose H is weakly SFT-periodic. Let X be a nonempty SFT over G with
alphabet A. We may assume X =XP, where P AW for a finite W G with 1G 2W. Let
T 0 be a set of distinct right coset representatives for H in G with 1 2 T 0, and set T = T 0W.
Since HT = G, we may define a higher block map yH;T : AG ! BH as in Section 3.2.4.
We will show yH;T (X) is a SFT in BH .
Let P0 be the pattern set defined as follows:
P0 = fp0 : f1g! B : there exist p 2 P; t 2 T 0 such that p0(1)(tw) = p(w) for all w 2Wg:
Suppose z= yH;T (x) for some x 2 AG. On the one hand, if p0 2 P0 appears in z at h, then
there exist p2P, t 2 T 0 such that p0(1)(tw)= p(w) for allw 2W. That is, z(h)(tw)= p(w)
for all w 2W, which implies xhtW = p. This shows yH;T (X)XP0 .
On the other hand, if p 2 P appears in x at g = ht 2 G (h 2 H; t 2 T 0), the same
computation shows that zh
f1g 2 P0. ThusXP0 \yH;T  AG yH;T (X). We conclude that
yH;T (X) = yH;T
 
AG
\XP0 , which is a SFT by Proposition 3.2.13(4).
Now, by hypothesis there exists z = yH;T (x) 2 BH such that StabH(z) is nontrivial.
But yH;T is H-equivariant and injective by Proposition 3.2.13, so StabH(z)  StabG(x)
and StabG(x) is nontrivial as well. In conclusion, G is weakly SFT-periodic.
If in fact H is strongly SFT-periodic, then z can be chosen so that StabH(z) is of finite
index in H (and hence in G), implying StabG(x) is of finite index in G as well. So G is
strongly SFT-periodic.
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Lemma 4.1.2 showed that one can take a SFT over G and contract it down to a SFT
over H without introducing additional periodicity. The next lemma reverses the process,
showing one can take a SFT overH and expand to a SFT overG, again without introducing
additional periodicity.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let G be a finitely generated group and let H be a finite index subgroup of
G. If G is weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic, then H is weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic.
Proof. Since H contains a finite index subgroup that is normal in G, by Lemma 4.1.2 we
may assume without loss of generality that H is normal in G. Let T be a set of left coset
representatives for H in G with 1 2 T .
Suppose X is a nonempty SFT over H with alphabet A. We can find a finite subset
W  H and a defining set of allowed patterns P  AW for X . Now, considering W as a
subset of G, we obtain a SFT X 0 = O(P) over G with alphabet A. X 0 is also nonempty:
choose x 2 X and define x0 2 X 0 by the formula x0(th) = x(h) (t 2 T;h 2H). Then every
W-pattern appearing in x0 also appears in x, because
(x0)g(w) = x0(gw) = x0(thw) = x(hw) = xh(w) (g= th 2 G; w 2W):
Moreover, y0

H 2 X whenever y0 2 X 0.
Now, by Theorem 3.2.5, there exists a nonempty SFT Y over G whose configurations
y satisfy yg = y if and only if g 2 H. It follows from Proposition 3.2.1 that X 0Y is a
nonempty SFT over G; moreover, given a configuration (x0;y) 2 X 0Y , StabG(x0;y) 
StabH(x0

H). We may conclude that H is weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic whenever G
is.
Together, these two lemmas comprise the proof of the following result.
Theorem 4.1.4. Let G1 and G2 be finitely generated commensurable groups.
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(1) If G1 is weakly SFT-periodic, then G2 is weakly SFT-periodic.
(2) If G1 is strongly SFT-periodic, then G2 is strongly SFT-periodic.
There is a slightly more general notion of commensurability, called commensurability
up to finite kernels, where, in addition to allowing the operation of taking finite index
subgroups, we also allow taking a quotient by a finite group, and consider all groups which
can be reached using these steps or their inverses. More precisely, we have the following
definition:
Definition. Let G1 and G2 be groups. G1 and G2 are called commensurable up to finite
kernels if there exists a sequence of homomorphisms
G1 = H1 ! H2  H3 ! Hn 1  Hn = G2
where each homomorphism has finite kernel and finite index image.
If G1 and G2 are commensurable, then they are commensurable up to finite kernels. It
can be shown that the converse holds when G1 and G2 are residually finite, although not
in general—see [11, IV.27-30] for more information.
It is a natural question to ask if SFT-periodicity is in fact preserved under commensu-
rability up to finite kernels. Using our machinery, we may obtain a partial result in this
direction:
Lemma 4.1.5. Let G be a group and let N be a finitely generated normal subgroup of G.
If G is strongly SFT-periodic, then G=N is strongly SFT-periodic. Moreover, if N is not
weakly SFT-periodic (i.e. has a strongly aperiodic SFT) and G is weakly SFT-periodic,
then G=N is weakly SFT-periodic.
Proof. Suppose X is a nonempty SFT over G=N with alphabet A, and let P : AG=N ! AG
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be as in Section 3.2.3. By Proposition 3.2.11, P(X) is a nonempty SFT over G. Notice
that for all x 2 AG=N , p 1  StabG=N(x)= StabG (P(x)) by Proposition 3.2.10.
If G is strongly SFT-periodic, then there exists P(x) 2P(X) such that StabG (P(x)) is
of finite index inG. It follows that StabG=N(x) is of finite index inG=N, showing thatG=N
is strongly SFT-periodic.
Now suppose G is weakly SFT-periodic but N is not. Then there exists a nonempty
SFT Y over N that is f1Ng-wide, i.e. for all y 2 Y , yn = y for some n 2 N only if n = 1.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.1.3, Y extends to a nonempty SFT Y 0 over G which has the
following property: if y 2 Y 0 and yn = y for some n 2 N, then n = 1. We then obtain the
SFTP(X)Y 0 over G, which by hypothesis contains some weakly periodic configuration
(P(x);y). Thus there exists g =2 N satisfying (P(x);y)g = (P(x);y), from which it follows
that xp(g) = x with p(g) 6= 1G=N . This shows G=N is weakly SFT-periodic.
In particular, since finite groups are finitely generated and not weakly periodic, Lemma
4.1.5 together with Lemma 4.1.2 shows that whenever p : G! H is a group homomor-
phism with finite kernel and finite index image, G being weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic
implies H is weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic. In Section 4.2, we will see another applica-
tion of Lemma 4.1.5. We also have the following restatment, which is important in its own
right and seems not to have been known.
Theorem 4.1.6. Let G be a group and let N be a finitely generated normal subgroup of
G. If N and G=N admit strongly aperiodic shifts of finite type, then G admits a strongly
aperiodic shift of finite type.
It remains to demonstrate that SFT-periodicity can be passed from H back to G when-
ever p : G! H is a group homomorphism with finite kernel and finite index image. It
seems likely that we must require G to be finitely generated to obtain the result.
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Conjecture 4.1.7. LetG be a finitely generated group and letN be a finite normal subgroup
of G. If G=N is weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic, then G is weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic.
4.2 Growth of groups
The study of growth of groups is centered around the following question: given a
marked group (G;S), how quickly do balls in the Cayley graph of G with respect to S
expand as one increases the radius? The concept of the growth of a group can be traced
back to the 1950’s and 60’s, where it appeared in the study of the fundamental groups of
three-dimensional manifolds [26] and Riemannian geometry [27].
As we have indicated, a primary thrust of investigation in this study is to obtain re-
sults for classifying each finitely generated group as strongly SFT-periodic, weakly SFT-
periodic, or neither. To that end, several group invariants and equivalence relations have
shown themselves to be useful in this classification, such as the commensurability relation
introduced in Section 4.1. In this section, we recount the basic facts about group growth
and demonstrate that there is a connection between the growth of a group and its SFT-
periodicity. More details on growth, including proofs of the routine results listed here can
be found in the surveys [23] and [11], as well as Chapter 6 of [6].
Definition. Let (G;S) be a marked group. The growth function of G with respect to S is
the function gG;S : Z0 ! R defined by
gG;S(n) = cardfg 2 G : jgjS  ng;
and the spherical growth function of G with respect to S is defined on Z0 by
sG;S(n) = cardfg 2 G : jgjS = ng:
In other words, gG;S(n) measures the number of elements at distance at most n from a
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fixed basepoint in the Cayley graph of the marked group (G;S). We note that
gG;S(n) =
n
å
i=0
sG;S(i) (n 0) and
sG;S(n) = gG;S(n)  gG;S(n 1) (n 1):
One can eliminate the reliance on a particular generating set S by introducing the following
equivalence relation for growth functions:
Definition. Let g1;g2 : Z0 ! R>0 be positive functions on the natural numbers. If there
existsC 2 Z>0 such that g1(n)Cg2(Cn) for all n 2 Z>0, we write g1  g2. If g1  g2 and
g2  g1, we say g1 and g2 are equivalent and write g1  g2.
If g1  g2 but g1 and g2 are not equivalent, we write g1  g2.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let S, S0 be two finite generating sets for the groupG. Then gG;S gG;S0 .
Notice that is a preorder on functionsZ0!R>0, making an equivalence relation,
and that  induces a partial order on -equivalence classes (henceforth called growth
types).
Example 4.2.2 (Power growth). If g :Z0!R>0 can be defined by a polynomial function
p(n) of degree d, then g  nd . More generally, given r;s> 0, nr  ns if and only if r  s,
implying that nr  ns whenever r 6= s.
Example 4.2.3 (Exponential growth). Let a ;b > 1. Then an  b n. Thus, unlike polyno-
mial functions, exponential functions all have the same growth type.
Example 4.2.4 (Intermediate growth). It is clear that nd  en for any d > 0; that is, power
growth is always dominated by exponential growth. It is less obvious that there exist func-
tions g such that
nd  g(n) en for all d > 0; (4.1)
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but it can be shown that any function ga :Z0!R>0 defined by ga(n) = ena for 0<a < 1
satisfies (4.1). Functions or growth types satisfying (4.1) are said to have intermediate
growth. In fact, a 6= a 0 implies ga  ga 0 .
We are, of course, concerned not with the growth types of arbitrary functions but with
the growth types of functions of the form gG;S(n), where (G;S) is a marked group. These
functions have some nice properties, such as being strictly increasing when G is infinite
and having at most exponential growth. The precise statements are listed below.
Proposition 4.2.5. Let (G;S) be a marked group.
(1) gG;S  1 if and only if G is finite.
(2) If G is infinite, then sG;S(n)> 0 for all n. Thus n gG;S.
(3) gG;S  en.
It turns out that the three growth types introduced in Examples 4.2.2 - 4.2.4 are ex-
actly the three possible types of growth functions for groups. More precisely, we have the
following striking results:
Theorem4.2.6 (Gromov 1981 [19]). LetG be a finitely generated group. G has polynomial
growth if and only if G is virtually nilpotent (that is, G has a nilpotent subgroup of finite
index). Moreover, if gG(n) nd , then d is an integer.
Theorem 4.2.7 (Grigorchuk 1984 [17]). There exists a group of intermediate growth.
In [5], Penland and the author first observed that Gromov’s theorem gives a close con-
nection between groups of polynomial growth and SFT-periodicity. From our work above
we have the following result:
Theorem 4.2.8. Suppose G has polynomial growth of degree d. Then G is strongly SFT-
periodic if and only if d = 1.
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Theorem 4.2.8 follows from the fact that a group is commensurable withZ if and only if
it has linear growth, along with following lemma, which is a generalization of [5, Corollary
14]. (Note that nilpotent groups are automatically polycylic, although the converse may
not hold.)
Lemma 4.2.9. Suppose G is virtually nilpotent but not virtually cyclic. Then G is not
strongly SFT-periodic.
Proof. Wemay assumeG is nilpotent. SinceG is not virtually cyclic, there exists a surjec-
tive homomorphism f : G! Z2, and as every subgroup of a finitely generated nilpotent
group is finitely generated, N := ker f is finitely generated. By Lemma 4.1.5, G is not
strongly periodic.
Recently, Emmanuel Jeandel was able to extend Theorem 4.2.8 by showing that virtu-
ally polycyclic groups (excluding virtually cyclic ones) are not even weakly periodic [21].
Thus we have a complete classification of groups of polynomial growth:
Theorem 4.2.10. LetG be a finitely generated group with polynomial growth of degree d.
(1) If d = 0, then G is strongly SFT-periodic but not weakly SFT-periodic (Proposition
3.3.5).
(2) If d = 1, then G is strongly (and weakly) SFT-periodic.
(3) If d  2, then G is neither weakly nor strongly SFT-periodic, i.e. G has a strongly
aperiodic shift of finite type (Jeandel).
We remark that this classification relies heavily on Gromov’s theorem. Naturally, one
next turns to groups of exponential growth, although here the situation is more complicated.
For example, Cohen has shown that all finitely generated groups with at least two ends
(this class includes free groups) are weakly SFT-periodic [7]. On the other hand, Mozes
has produced strongly aperiodic SFTs on cocompact lattices in higher rank semisimple Lie
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groups [28]. Thus, although all groups of exponential growth have equivalent growth rates
under the relation  described above, their SFT-periodicity behavior might vary. Hence
we seek to extract finer invariants from groups of exponential growth which might en-
able us to produce classification results. In Section 5, we will introduce the (exponential)
growth spectrum of a group of exponential growth, which is a generalization of the uniform
exponential growth rate.
4.3 Current classification status
We conclude this section by tabulating the current results in the literature for SFT-
periodicity. In some cases, we have listed redundant results for clarity.
4.3.1 Rigidity results
1. If G1, G2 are finitely generated commensurable groups and G1 is weakly (strongly)
SFT-periodic, then G2 is weakly (strongly) SFT-periodic [5].
2. If N is a finitely generated normal subgroup of G and G is strongly SFT-periodic,
then G=N is strongly SFT-periodic [5].
3. If N is a finitely generated normal subgroup of G and both N and G=N have strongly
aperiodic SFTs, then G has a strongly aperiodic SFT (Theorem 4.1.6).
4. If G1, G2 are finitely presented torsion-free groups that are quasi-isometric to each
other and G1 has a strongly aperiodic SFT, then G2 has a strongly aperiodic SFT [7].
4.3.2 Completely classified groups
Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 list groups whose SFT-periodicity have been completely clas-
sified.
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Table 4.1: Strongly SFT-periodic groups
Z (folklore)
S
WAll two-ended groups
All groups of linear growth
Table 4.2: Weakly but not strongly SFT-periodic groups
Fn, n 2 [29]
S
WSL2(Z)
Table 4.3: Groups that are not weakly SFT-periodic
Zn, n 2 [2], [10]
S
WAll virtually polycyclic groups [21]
All groups with polynomial growth of degree  2
Surface groups [8]
ZT , where T is Thompson’s group [20]
Cocompact lattices in higher rank semisimple Lie
groups [28]
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4.3.3 Partially classified groups
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 list groups whose SFT-periodicity have been partially classified.
Table 4.4: Weakly SFT-periodic groups
Groups with at least two ends [7]
S
WRecursively presented groups with undecidable
word problem [20]
Table 4.5: Groups that are not strongly SFT-periodic
Amenable groups having some p not dividing the
S
Windex of any subgroup, such as the
Grigorchuk group [25]
Nonamenable groups [3]
Baumslag-Solitar groups [1]
4.3.4 Conjectures
Conjecture 4.3.1 ( [5]). Agroup is strongly SFT-periodic if and only if it is virtually cyclic.
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5. EXPONENTIAL GROWTH RATES OF GROUPS
Group growth was introduced in Section 4.2, where it was shown that groups of polyno-
mial growth have been completely classified according to SFT-periodicity. In this section
we consider groups of exponential growth.
In geometric applications, exponential growth rates are particularly important; for ex-
ample, Manning showed that if G is the fundamental group of a Riemannian manifold of
unit diameter and w its exponential growth rate with respect to an appropriate set of gen-
erators, then logw is a lower bound for the topological entropy of the geodesic flow of the
manifold [24]. The exponential growth rate of a group is also naturally associated with
properties of random walks on its Cayley graph; see [16] for a survey of this topic and
others related to exponential growth.
We have seen in Section 4.2 that there exists a group of polynomial growth of degree
n if and only if n 2 f0;1;2;3; : : :g. By analogy, a natural question to ask is the following:
which real numbers w can be realized as the exponential growth rate of some group with
respect to some generating set? In contrast to the case of polynomial growth, this question
has seen surprisingly little scrutiny. In this section we develop some tools to provide partial
answers to this question.
5.1 Computing exponential growth rates
Definition. Let (G;S) be a marked group. The exponential growth rate of G with respect
to S is defined to be
w(G;S) = limsup
n!¥
n
q
gG;S(n):
Needing to use a limit superior in the definition above is slightly inconvenient. The
following aid to computing exponential growth rates is well-known (see [11, VI.51, 53(v),
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Proposition 5.1.1. Let G be an infinite group with finite generating set S. Then
w(G;S) = lim
n!¥
n
q
gG;S(n) = limn!¥
n
q
sG;S(n):
In particular, both limits exist.
Example 5.1.2. The simplest case in which the exponential growth rate w(G;S) can be
computed is whenG is freewith basis S. In this case, given a geodesicword g= s1s2   sn (si 2
S[S 1), a word g0 has length n+1with prefix g if and only if g0= gs for some s2 S[S 1,
s 6= s 1n . Thus
sG;S(n+1) = (2jSj 1)sG;S(n) (5.1)
for all n 1 and we have
w(G;S) = lim
n!¥
n
q
sG;S(n) = limn!¥
n
q
(2jSj 1)n 1(2jSj) = 2jSj 1:
We remark that (5.1) is a recurrence relation. Growth series, which will be introduced in
Section 5.1.1 below, can be used to systematically exploit recurrence relations to compute
exponential growth rates—see Example 5.1.4 for a simple example.
Exponential growth rates provide a definition of exponential growth alternate to the
one given in Section 4.2:
Proposition 5.1.3. Let G be a group with generating set S. Then gG;S has exponential
growth if and only if w(G;S)> 1.
We remark that since the property of having exponential growth is invariant under
change of generators, this implies G has exponential growth if and only if w(G;S) > 1
for all generating sets S of G.
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Proof of Proposition 5.1.3. Suppose gG;S(n) an, where a > 1. Then there exists a con-
stantC > 0 such that
1
C
an  gG;S(Cn) (n 1):
Raising to the power of 1=Cn and taking the limit as n! ¥, we obtain
1< a1=C  w(G;S):
On the other hand, if w(G;S) > 1, there exists a > 1 such that n
p
gG;S(n)  a for all
n sufficiently large, i.e. gG;S(n)  an. Since the growth of gG;S cannot be greater than
exponential, we conclude gG;S(n) an.
Henceforth, G will denote a finitely generated infinite group and S an arbitrary finite
generating set for G.
We seek methods to compute or at least approximate w(G;S). In some cases this can
be done directly, as in Example 5.1.2, where we explicitly computed sG;S(n). In many
cases, however, exact knowledge of sG;S(n)may be difficult to obtain and is not necessary
to compute w(G;S). For example, if F2 is free on fx;yg, we will be able to quickly show
that w(F2;fx;y;x2g) = 2
p
2+ 1, though the exact growth function of F2 with respect to
fx;y;x2g is tedious to compute (see Example 5.1.6).
5.1.1 Growth series
The growth series of G with respect to S is the power series
GG;S(z) =
¥
å
n=0
gG;S(n)zn
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and the spherical growth series of G with respect to S is
SG;S(z) =
¥
å
n=0
sG;S(n)zn:
Note that S(z) = (1  z)G(z), so these series have the same radius of convergence. More-
over, it is immediate from the definition of exponential growth rate that this radius of
convergence is w(G;S) 1. Hence G(z) and S(z) are virtually interchangeable.
If S(z) is a (reduced) rational function P(z)=Q(z), then w(G;S) can be computed as the
inverse of the root ofQ(z) that is nearest to zero. (By a fact from analysis sometimes called
Pringsheim’s theorem (see [14, Theorem IV.6]), we may assume the dominant singularity
of S(z) is positive real since the coefficients of S are nonnegative.)
Example 5.1.4. Suppose (G;S) is a marked group satisfying
sG;S(n+1) = KsG;S(n) for all n N; (5.2)
where K and N are constants. Proposition 5.1.1 can be used to show w(G;S) = K, but
alternatively, we may multiply (5.2) by zn+1 and sum from N to ¥ to obtain
¥
å
n=N+1
sG;S(n)zn = Kz
¥
å
n=N
sG;S(n)zn:
Rearranging, we obtain
¥
å
n=N+1
sG;S(n)zn =
KsG;S(N)zN+1
1 Kz ;
showing that w(G;S) = (1=K) 1 = K.
For more information about the technique used here of determining the asymptotic
behavior of a combinatorial sequence from its generating function, see [14].
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It is often simpler to find a closed form for SG;S(z) than to compute sG;S. Moreover, it is
sometimes possible to compute growth series by decomposing a group as a direct product
or free product:
Proposition 5.1.5. Let (G1;S1), (G2;S2) be marked groups with spherical growth series
S1(z) = SG1;S1(z) and S2(z) = SG2;S2(z).
(1) If S G1G2 is the generating set (S1f1G2g)[ (f1G1gS1), then
SG1G2;S(z) = S1(z)S2(z):
(2) If S G1G2 is the generating set (S1[f1G1g) (S2[f1G2g), then
SG1G2;S(z) = S1(z)S2(z);
where  denotes term-by-term multiplication, i.e. (åanzn)(åbnzn) = åanbnzn.
(3) If S G1 G2 is the generating set S1[S2, then
SG1G2;S(z) =
S1(z)S2(z)
1  (S1(z) 1)(S2(z) 1) :
(For proofs of (1) and (3), see [11, VI.4]. (2) is clear.)
Example 5.1.6. Consider Zwith the standard generating set S= f1g. Evidently sZ;S(0) =
1 and sZ;S(n) = 2 for n 1. Thus
SZ;S(z) = 1+2z+2z2+   = 1+2z

1
1  z

=
1+ z
1  z :
Similarly, if we equipZwith the generating set S2 = f1;2g, by induction jgjS2 = n for n 1
if and only if g 2 f2n;2(n 1)+1; 2n; 2(n 1) 1g. Thus we have sZ;S2(0) = 1 and
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sZ;S2(n) = 4 for n 1, yielding
SZ;S2(z) =
1+3z
1  z :
Thus if F2 is free on fx;yg, we can use Proposition 5.1.5(3) to compute that
sF2;fx;y;x2g(z) =
SZ;S(z)SZ;S2(z)
1  (SZ;S(z) 1)(SZ;S2(z) 1)
=
(1+ z)(1+3z)
1 2z 7z2 :
The root of Q(z) = 1  2z  7z2 nearest to 0 is (2p2  1)=7. Hence w(F2;fx;y;x2g) =
7=(2
p
2 1) = 2p2+1 3:828.
5.1.2 Regular languages
Let A be a finite alphabet. In this section the elements of A will typically be referred to
as letters. The free monoid over A is the set A of all finite sequences of letters:
A := fa1a2   am : m 0; a j 2 A for j = 1; : : : ;mg:
Elements of A are called words (over A). The length of a word w= a1   am is jwj := m.
The unique word of length 0 is called the empty word and will be denoted by e . With e as
identity, A is a monoid under the operation of concatenation, i.e. (a1   am)  (b1   bn) :=
a1   amb1   bn. We remark that A can also be regarded as a submonoid of the free group
on the generators A.
A language L (with alphabet A) is a subset of A. As with groups, we can define
the spherical growth series of a language to be SL (z) = ånsL (n)zn, where sL (n) is the
number of words in L of length n; we also have an exponential growth rate w(L ) =
limn!¥ n
p
sL (n).
A finite state automaton consists of an alphabetA togetherwith a finite set S= fs1;s2; : : : ;sng
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of states, a subset Sa  S of which are designated as accept states, a distinguished initial
state s1 2 S, and a transition function m : SA! S. A finite state automata can be depicted
graphically, as in Figure 5.1 below.
Given a finite state automaton A = (A;S;Sa;s1;m) as above, the language defined by
A is the set of all words a1a2   ar 2 A such that there exist states t0 = s1; t1; : : : ; tr with
m(ti 1;ai) = ti for i = 1; : : : ;r and tr 2 Sa. If a language can be defined by a finite state
automaton, it is called a regular language.
Example 5.1.7. Consider the finite state automaton A defined by the data below:
A= fx;y;x;yg S= f1;2;3;4;5;6g
Sa = f1;2;3;4;5g s1 = 1
m x x y y
1 2 3 4 5
2 2 6 4 5
3 6 3 4 5
4 6 6 4 6
5 6 6 6 5
6 6 6 6 6
A graphical representation of A is shown in Figure 5.1. A can be thought of as a
directed graph whose (labeled) arrows are the transitions (s;a) a ! m(s;a). The language
of the automaton then corresponds to the set of paths in the directed graph starting from s1
and ending in an accepted state. We will always assume there exists a path from the start
state s1 to any other state s 6= s1 (else s could simply be removed from the automaton). We
have omitted the state 6 from the picture since it is an absorbing node and is not an accept
state; one may regard it as a fail state, as no path which travels to state 6 can result in an
accepted word.
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Figure 5.1: The finite state automaton A from Example 5.1.7
The language defined by the automaton in this example accepts exactly those words
that are of the form smtn, where s 2 fx;xg and t 2 fy;yg and m;n 0.
The language defined by the automaton in Example 5.1.7 is clearly somehow represen-
tative of the free abelian group of rank 2. Let us make this precise.
Definition. Let (G;S) be a marked group, and regard S as a formal alphabet. If there exists
some language L with alphabet S such that the function p :L ! G sending each word
w 2L to its representative in G is a bijection, thenL is called a normal form for (G;S).
Moreover, if jwj= jp(w)jS for all w 2L (i.e. every word w is geodesic), thenL is called
a geodesic normal form for (G;S).
Remark 5.1.8. In Example 5.1.7,L is a geodesic normal form for (Z2;f(1;0);(0;1)g)
under the correspondence
x 7! (1;0), x 7! ( 1;0),
y 7! (0;1), y 7! (0; 1).
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In general, if there exists a geodesic normal formL for amarked group (G;S), the language
has the same growth series (and hence the same exponential growth rate) as the marked
group:
SL (z) = SG;S(z):
(See Example 5.1.10 for the growth series of the language above.)
Returning to the general case, letL be a language defined by a finite state automaton
A = (A;S;Sa;s1;m). To count words in L , let M = (mi j) be the n n transition matrix
of A, i.e. mi j = cardf(si;a) 2 SA j m(si;a) = s jg. Then the (1; j)-th entry of Mn is the
number of length-n paths from s1 to s j, and we conclude that
sL (n) = å
s j2Sa
(Mn)1 j = aMnb; (5.3)
where a= (1;0; : : :0) and b is the column vector with 1’s in the positions corresponding to
accept states and 0’s elsewhere.
Thus we are led to the following result (this proof comes from [12]):
Proposition 5.1.9. Let L be a regular language. The spherical growth series of L is a
rational function with integer coefficients.
Proof. LetM be defined as above. Using (5.3), the spherical growth series ofL is
¥
å
n=0
(aMnb)zn = a
 
¥
å
n=0
(zM)n
!
b= a(I  zM) 1b= P(z)
det(I  zM) ; (5.4)
where P(z) is some polynomial with integer coefficients.
Example 5.1.10. Equation (5.4) can also be used to compute growth series. For example,
the transition matrixM for the automaton A described in Example 5.1.7 is
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M =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 3
0 0 0 0 1 3
0 0 0 0 0 4
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
With this M, one can compute
(I  zM) 1 =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1   zz 1   zz 1 z(z+1)(z 1)2
z(z+1)
(z 1)2  
4z2(z+2)
(z 1)2(4z 1)
0   1z 1 0 z(z 1)2 z(z 1)2  
z(5z+1)
(z 1)2(4z 1)
0 0   1z 1 z(z 1)2 z(z 1)2  
z(5z+1)
(z 1)2(4z 1)
0 0 0   1z 1 0 3z(z 1)(4z 1)
0 0 0 0   1z 1 3z(z 1)(4z 1)
0 0 0 0 0   14z 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
so that by (5.4),
SL (n) = 1  zz 1  
z
z 1 +
z(z+1)
(z 1)2 +
z(z+1)
(z 1)2 =

z+1
z 1
2
:
This is exactly what we expect, given Proposition 5.1.5, Example 5.1.6, and Remark 5.1.8.
We remark that the computation can be simplified slightly by omitting state 6 from the
matrix, as it represents a strongly connected component (of size one) which cannot reach
any accept states.
Factoring z out of the determinant in (5.4) suggests the following:
Proposition 5.1.11. Suppose L is a language defined by an automaton A with transition
matrix M. Let l be the spectral radius of M (i.e. the largest magnitude among the eigen-
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values of M). Then w(L ) l .
Proof. Let k  k denote the 2-norm on matrices. Then, defining a and b as in (5.3),
w(L ) = lim
n!¥
n
p
aMnb= lim n
p
kaMnbk  lim n
p
kakkMnkkbk= lim n
p
kMnk= l ; (5.5)
where we have used Gelfand’s formula in the last equality.
Wewould like the spectral radius to in fact equal the exponential growth rate. However,
Example 5.1.10 shows that this may not occur: Z2 has exponential growth rate 1, but the
spectral radius of M is 4. The anomaly occurs because of the “fail state,” which cannot
reach any accept states. Thus we require a partition of the states into those which can
reach some accept state and those which cannot.
Proposition 5.1.12. SupposeL is a language defined by an automatonAwith initial state
s1 and other states s2; : : : ;sm. Also suppose that the states of A have been partitioned into
s1; : : : ;sk, each of which can reach some accept state, and sk+1; : : : ;sm, which cannot any
accept state. Write the transition matrix with respect to fs1; : : : ;smg as
M =
0B@Ma A
0 B
1CA ;
whereMa is k k. Let l be the spectral radius ofMa. Then w(L ) = l .
Proof. First, notice that if we let
M2 =
0B@Ma 0
0 I
1CA ;
then aMnb= aMn2b for all n 0, where a;b are as in (5.3). Thus the computation in (5.5)
shows that w(L ) l , since l is the spectral radius ofM2 as well.
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By the theory of nonnegative matrices (e.g. see [15, Vol. 2, p.66]), we may take l
to be real and we are guaranteed an eigenvector y of length k with y  0, y 6= 0 such that
May= ly. By scaling, we may furthermore assume that each entry yi  1 and that yi0 = 1
for one specific index i0. Extend y to be an m-vector y0 by appending m  k zeros to the
end.
Now, for each si 2 fs1; : : : ;skg, there exists some path from si to an accept state, say of
length ri. In other words, the ith entry ofMrib is at least 1. By hypothesis, we then have
(Mr1 +Mr2 +   +Mrk)b y0:
Denote by ei0 the row k-vector with a 1 in position i0 and zeros elsewhere, and let e0i0
be the row m-vector of the same form. Since we assume the starting state s1 can reach any
other state, there is q large enough that
aMq  e0i0:
Thus we are led to the following conclusion:
k
å
i=1
aMq+n+rib e0i0Mny0 = ei0Mnay= ei0l ny= l n:
Hence it suffices to show that
w(L ) = lim
n!¥
n
vuut kå
i=1
aMq+n+rib:
For brevity, letw =w(L ) and x(i)n = aMq+n+rib. Suppose e > 0 is given. Since limn!¥
n
q
x(i)n =
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w for each i, whenever n is sufficiently large we have
(1  e)w  n
q
x(i)n  (1+ e)w; i.e.
(1  e)nwn  x(i)n  (1+ e)nwn for all i; implying
k(1  e)nwn 
k
å
i=1
x(i)n  k(1+ e)nwn:
Taking nth roots to the limit yields
(1  e)w  lim
n!¥
n
vuut kå
i=1
aMq+n+rib (1+ e)w:
Since e was arbitrary, we have the result.
(Proposition 5.1.12 is stated in [13], although without the complete hypothesis and
details; we have provided our own proof.)
Proposition 5.1.12 gives a fast way to compute the exponential growth rates of groups
which have geodesic normal forms.
5.2 Growth spectra
Our focus is on the following open question:
Question 5.2.1. Which real numbers a > 1 can be realized as exponential growth rates
w(G;S)?
To approach this question, we first introduce some notation and describe some known
results. If G is a finitely generated group and d is a positive integer, we define
Gspecd(G) = fw(G;S) : jSj  d; S generates Gg
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and
Gspec(G) =
[
d1
Gspecd(G):
Gspec(G) is called the growth spectrum of G. We also defineWd =
S
GGspecd(G), where
the union is over all groups that can be generated by at most d elements, andW=
S
d1Wd .
Question 5.2.1 is then simply “what is W?” and has been asked by de la Harpe [11,
VI.61], among others. The following partial results are known:
Theorem 5.2.2. (1) Wd  [1;2d 1], and 1;2; : : : ;2d 1 are accumulation points inWd .
(2) W is dense in [1;¥).
(3) W2 is uncountable.
(1) and (2) are due to Grigorchuk and de la Harpe [18]. (3) is due to Erschler in [13].
In this section our investigations will focus on the growth spectra of specific groups G.
Question 5.2.3. Fix a finitely generated group G.
(1) Under what algebraic operations is Gspec(G) closed?
(2) Does Gspec(G) have limit points?
(3) Is Gspec(G) anywhere dense?
For example, we have the following result for (1):
Proposition 5.2.4. If a 2 Gspec(G), then ar 2 Gspec(G) for all r  1. In particular, if G
has exponential growth, then Gspec(G) is unbounded.
Proof. Let a = w(G;S). We may assume 1 2 S and S 1 = S, so we have gG;S(n) = jSnj.
Thus
w(G;Sr) = lim
n!¥
n
p
j(Sr)nj= lim
n!¥

rn
p
jSrnj
r
= (w(G;S))r:
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On the algebraic structure of Gspec(G), we have the following result:
Theorem 5.2.5 ([4]). Let G be a hyperbolic group. Then Gspec(G) consists entirely of 
integer algebraic numbers.
Notice, however, that Theorem 5.2.2(3) implies that there exist exponential growth
rates that are not algebraic numbers.
5.3 On the growth spectrum of F2
Our goal in this section is to establish some groundwork for computing the structure
of Gspec(F2), the free group on two generators. The techniques we use can be adapted to
other marked groups of exponential growth in some cases.
Let us begin by computing the exponential growth rate ofF2with respect to fx;x2k+1;y;y2 j+1g,
where k; j 0. (We consider only odd exponents to reduce the number of technical details
needed to be taken into account, but our considerations can be reworked for the case of
even exponents as well.)
First, we design an automaton A to give a geodesic normal form for hxi with respect to
the generating set fx;x2k+1g. The automaton is shown in Figure 5.2.
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s1
x<
x>
l1l2  lk r1 r2    rk
x 2k 1
x2k+1
x 1 x
x 2k 1
xx 1
x2k+1
xx 1
x 1x 1x 1 x x x
Figure 5.2: Automaton A for (hxi;fx;x2k+1g)
In general, in reading such a diagram we assume every state shown is an accept state
unless noted otherwise. We also omit the fail state and any arrows leading to it. Proposition
5.1.12 shows that we may ignore the fail state in constructing the transition matrix.
Writing the states of A in the order s1;x<;x>; l1; : : : ; lk;r1; : : : ;rk, the transition matrix
(in blocks) is
M =
0BBBB@
A B B
0 J 0
0 0 J
1CCCCA ;
where A is 33, B is 3 k, J is k k, and
A=
0BBBB@
0 1 1
0 1 0
0 0 1
1CCCCA ; B=
0BBBB@
1 0    0
1 0    0
1 0    0
1CCCCA ; J =
0BBBBBBB@
0 1
0 1
. . . 1
0
1CCCCCCCA
;
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that is, J has 1’s above the diagonal and 0’s elsewhere.
Now, we may compute the growth series using (5.4). Making the substitution w= z 1
to clarify the computation, (I  zM) 1 = z 1(M  z 1I) 1 = w(M wI) 1 equals
 w
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
 w 1 1 1 0    0 1 0    0
0 1 w 0 1 0    0 1 0    0
0 0 1 w 1 0    0 1 0    0
0 0 0  w 1    0 0 0    0
0 0 0 0  w    0 0 0    0
... . . . ...
0 0 0 0 0     w 0 0    0
0 0 0 0 0    0  w 1    0
0 0 0 0 0    0 0  w    0
... . . .
0 0 0 0 0    0 0 0     w
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
 1
:
However, since we intend to premultiply by a, only the first row of (I  zM) 1 matters,
and this can be computed as

1;
1
w 1 ;
1
w 1 ;
w+1
(w 1)w ;
w+1
(w 1)w2 ; : : : ;
w+1
(w 1)wk ;
w+1
(w 1)w ;
w+1
(w 1)w2 ; : : : ;
w+1
(w 1)wk

:
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In conclusion,
S(hxi;fx;x2k+1g)(z) = a(I  zM) 1b= 1+
2
w 1 +2

w+1
w 1

1
w
+
1
w2
+   + 1
wk

=
(z+1)(1+ z 2zk+1)
(z 1)2 :
Now, we may compute the spherical growth series for (F2;fx;x2k+1;y;y2 j+1g) using
the obvious decomposition as a free product and applying Proposition 5.1.5(3):
SF2;fx;x2k+1;y;y2 j+1g =
(z+1)
 
2z j+1  z 1 2zk+1  z 1
4z j+k+3+4z j+k+2 8z j+2 8zk+2  z3+5z2+5z 1 (5.6)
The exponential growth rate of F2 with respect to fx;x2k+1;y;y2 j+1g can be computed
from this formula. A table of numerical approximations for small j;k is below:
j = 0 1 2 3 4 5
k = 0 3 4 4:18439 4:22417 4:23328 4:23541
1 5:37228 5:56632 5:59866 5:60433 5:60533
2 5:75538 5:78597 5:79117 5:79206
3 5:81615 5:82125 5:82212
4 5:82633 5:8272
5 5:82807
The experimental data suggests that the exponential growth rates approach algebraic
numbers as j;k! ¥. In fact, we can compute these limiting values using the following
lemma:
Lemma 5.3.1. Suppose p(x), q(x) are (real) polynomials and 0<C<D< 1 are constants.
If for each j  0 the polynomial r j(x) = x jq(x)+ p(x) has a root l j 2 [C;D], then there
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exists a subsequence of l j converging to a root of p(x) as j! ¥.
Moreover, if p(x) has only one real root l in [C;D], then in fact l j ! l .
Proof. We have p(l j) = l jj q(l j) so that jp(l j)j  jl jj jM, whereM =maxfjq(x)j : x 2
[C;D]g. Since l j  D < 1 for all j, we conclude p(l j)! 0 as j! ¥. Now, there exists
a convergent subsequence l jk of l j, by compactness of [C;D]; say l jk ! l 2 [C;D]. As
p(l jk)! 0, l is a root of p(x).
Moreover, if l is the only root of p(x) in the interval [C;D], then every convergent
subsequence of l j must converge to l , and this implies l j ! l .
Thus we can find the limiting values along the rows of the table:
Proposition 5.3.2. For each k  0, lim j!¥w(F2;fx;x2k+1;y;y2 j+1g) is the inverse of the
unique real root of  8zk+2  z3+5z2+5z 1 between 17 and 13 .
Proof. Fix k. Note that w j := w(F2;fx;x2k+1;y;y2 j+1g) is the inverse of the dominant
singularity of (5.6). We may assume 3 w j  7, because
3= w(F2;fx;yg) w j  w(F4;fa1;a2;a3;a4g) = 7:
Let l j be the singularity of (5.6) closest to 0, so that w j = 1=l j. We know that l j is a root
of the denominator, which we can write as
r j(z) = z jq(z)+ p(z);
where
p(z) = 8zk+2  z3+5z2+5z 1
and q(z) is some polynomial (depending only on k). Since 1=7 l j  1=3, we may apply
Lemma 5.3.1 to conclude that l j converges to the unique real root l of p(z) in the interval
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[17 ;
1
3 ].
For example, we have lim j!¥w(F2;fx;y;y2 j+1g) = 2+
p
5  4:23607. In fact, we
may apply Lemma 5.3.1 a second time to obtain the following:
Proposition 5.3.3. limk!¥ lim j!¥w(F2;fx;x2k+1;y;y2 j+1g) = 3+2
p
2 5:82843.
Proof. The root of z3+5z2+5z 1 nearest to zero is 3 2p2. Hence if we apply Lemma
5.3.1 to Proposition 5.3.2, we find that
lim
k!¥
lim
j!¥
w(F2;fx;x2k+1;y;y2 j+1g) = 1
3 2p2 = 3+2
p
2:
In summary, we have answered Question 5.2.3(2) for F2.
Theorem5.3.4. Gspec(F2) is unbounded and has infinitelymany limit points in the interval
[3;7].
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6. OTHER TOPICS IN SHIFT SPACES
6.1 Algebraic shift spaces
Let G be a group. In this section we impose additional structure on the shift spaces
we consider. Namely, we now fix as our alphabet a finite commutative ring k with 1 and
restrict our attention to the shift space kG. With pointwise addition and multiplication, kG
becomes a k-algebra. These shift spaces are similar to those studied in Chapter 8 of [6],
although the considerations there diverge from our own.
Proposition 6.1.1. Addition and multiplication on kG are continuous and commute with
the shift action, i.e.
(x+ y)g = xg+ yg and (xy)g = xgyg for all x;y 2 kG;g 2 G:
Proof. Fix x;y2 kG. To show addition is continuous at (x;y) it suffices to pick a coordinate
g 2G and show that there are open sets A;B kG such that (x;y)2 AB and (a+b)(g) =
(x+ y)(g) for all a 2 A, b 2 B. But this is immediate if one takes A = C(g;x(g)) and
B=C(g;y(g)). Similarly, multiplication is a continuous map kG kG! kG.
The second assertion of the proposition is immediate.
Consider now the group ring k[G] =

åg2G agg : ag 2 k; only finitely many ag nonzero
	
.
The action of G on the configuration space induces an action of k[G] on kG:
if f = å
g2G
agg 2 k[G]; then x f =åag(xg) for x 2 kG: (6.1)
We list some basic properties of how the k[G]-action interacts with the algebraic structure
of k[G] and kG. In particular, the proposition below shows that kG is a (right) k[G]-module.
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Proposition 6.1.2. Let x;y 2 kG, f ; t 2 k[G], and c 2 k.
(1) (x+ y) f = x f + y f and (cx) f = c(x f ).
(2) x f+t = x f + xt and x f t = (x f )t .
(3) The map z 7! z f is a continuous map kG! kG.
Proof. (1) and (3) are immediate corollaries of Proposition 6.1.1 (hence k[G] acts by con-
tinuous linear endomorphisms on kG). For (2), write f =åagg and t =åbgg for ag;bg 2 k.
Then
x f+t = å
g2G
(ag+bg)xg = x f + xt
and
(x f )t = å
h2H
bh
 
å
g2G
agxg
!h
= å
g2G
h2H
agbhxgh = x f t ;
where we have used Proposition 6.1.1 in the second-to-last equality.
6.2 Zero sets
Definition. Let f be an element of the group ring k[G]. The zero set of f is
V ( f ) = fx 2 kG : x f  0g:
f will sometimes be referred to as the relation ofV ( f ). More generally, if S is an arbitrary
subset of k[G], we define the zero set of S to be V (S) =
T
f2SV ( f ). If V (S) is an addition
a shift space, we call V (S) a zero set shift.
The following example shows that zero sets of algebraic shifts are not merely an ab-
stract consideration.
Example 6.2.1 (Linear recurrence relations). Consider a homogeneous linear recurrence
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relation over k, say
qm = an 1qm 1+an 2qm 2+   +a0qm n; ai 2 k; a0 invertible in k: (6.2)
This linear recurrence relation is invertible, meaning that any sequence q1;q2;q3; : : : in k
satisfying (6.2) for all m n+1 can be extended in a unique way to a bi-infinite sequence
: : : ;q 2;q 1;q0;q1; : : : satisfying (6.2) for all n 2 Z. Now, if we let X be the generator of
Z, X represents the “left shift” on the configuration space kZ, and we see that the set of all
bi-infinite sequences satisfying (6.2) is exactly the zero set of
f = Xn an 1Xn 1   a1X a0 2 k[Z]:
If we regard X as an indeterminate, we have recovered the definition of the characteristic
polynomial of the recurrence relation (6.2) from the classical theory of recurrence relations.
Remark 6.2.2. It is clear that zero sets are topologically closed k-submodules of the con-
figuration space. Not every zero set is a zero set shift, however. In the spirit of the previous
sections of this document, we present a simple example that illustrates this fact.
Example 6.2.3. Let k be the Bari groupZ=2Z and letG be the symmetric group S3 equipped
with generators s = (12) and r = (123); the Cayley graph of (S3;fs ;rg) is in Figure 6.1
below. (Note that we are using the left Cayley graph in this example, in contrast to the right
Cayley graphs of previous examples, as it better illustrates the group ring action.) Define
f = 1 s 2 k[G]; thenV ( f ) consists exactly of those labellings such that the inner triangle
of the graph matches the outer triangle. If we define x as below, we see that x 2V ( f ) but
xr =2V ( f ).
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1
s
0
sr
1
sr2
1 1
0
r
1
r2
1
s
1
sr
0
sr2
0 1
1
r
1
r2
Figure 6.1: Left: Configuration x 2V ( f ). Right: Configuration xr =2V ( f ).
This shows V ( f ) is not shift-invariant. Similar examples with infinite groups, such as
the infinite dihedral group, are easily obtained.
Shift-invariance of zero sets is obstructed by the fact that elements of the group ring
k[G] may not commute with each other. Hence two ways of overcoming this difficulty
immediately present themselves: consider zero sets only of elements of Z(k[G]), or content
ourselves with shift-invariance under only a subgroup of G, which amounts to changing
the alphabet and the underlying group via a recoding.
6.3 Zero sets of central relations
If we specialize to zero sets V ( f ) whose relations f are in Z(k[G]), we obtain the fol-
lowing natural results.
Proposition 6.3.1. Suppose f 2 Z(k[G]). Then V ( f ) is a shift of finite type.
Proof. Write f = a1g1+   +angn for ai 2 k, gi 2 G. Set W= fg1; : : : ;gng and define an
allowed pattern set P kW by
P= fp :W! k : a1p(g1)+   +anp(gn) = 0g:
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Then it is quickly seen that V ( f ) = O(P).
Example 6.2.1 shows that the classical theory of linear recurrence relations can be en-
coded in the framework of zero set shifts. A well-known result from recurrence relations
states that if R1 and R2 are homogenous linear recurrence relations with characteristic poly-
nomials p1 and p2, respectively, then the solution set of R1 is contained within the solution
set of R2 if and only if p1 divides p2. We are able to recover here the “only if” direction
from our definitions with no extra effort.
Proposition 6.3.2. Suppose f ;g;h 2 k[G] and f = gh. Then V (g)V ( f ).
Further restrictions may be applied under the umbrella of Z(k[G]), such as requiring f
to be in k[Z(G)] or even requiring G to be abelian.
6.4 Questions
In the context of this study, there are many questions one can ask about algebraic shift
spaces, such as the following:
Question 6.4.1. Is every configuration in V ( f ) periodic/strongly periodic?
Question 6.4.2. Which SFTs over G (in general) can be represented as zero sets?
Let f 2 G . V ( f ) is always a nonempty shift of finite type, since 0 2V ( f ). If we define
V 0( f ) to be the set of all x 2V ( f ) such that no entry of x is zero, then V 0( f ) is also a shift
of finite type, but it may be empty. If so, f is called 0-inevitable, but ifV 0( f ) is nonempty,
then f is called 0-avoiding.
Question 6.4.3. Under what conditions can we guarantee that f is 0-avoiding?
In Section 3.2.2 we remarked that it is of interest from a computational point of view to
construct shift spaces with fundamental shapes from which configurations can quickly be
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reconstructed. The prototype of this paradigm is the linear feedback shift register, which
generates a sequence based on a recurrence relation and an initial seed.
Question 6.4.4. When does V ( f ) have a fundamental shape?
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7. CONCLUSION
At its core, the theory of shift spaces over groups—and in particular the sub-topic of
periodic points—is very much in the spirit of geometric group theory: one takes a space
characterized by its local behavior (in this case, a shift space), equips it with an action by
a group G, and asks how the global properties of G are reflected in the transformations it
effects.
We have seen, however, that the applications of this theory are not merely group-
theoretic: various other areas, such as symbolic dynamics and computability theory, take
a hand as well. In this study we have investigated various aspects of shift spaces over
groups, encountering surprising behaviors from time to time as well as expected ones. It
is clear that there remains much territory to explore, but it is our hope that the groundwork
laid here will prove useful for all excursions to come.
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